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i a E e z 30 July, 1968 : 2 

: Dr. M. M, Leighton, g - : 
6L Wiest Pennsylvania Ave., A 

5 Urbana, Illinois: : 3 

Dear “4p, Leighton: s 

: 5 Yours of the 23rd is at hand and I wish to thane you very : 
; much for the copy of the paper on xeray examination of loess minerals. : 

It had not appeared when I revised the last edition ef the "Outline" ' 
by the way I mailed you = copy at once. Please read the pages in the back. 

. 1% was no longer possible to make additions to the old text in different e ; 
ploges so I led te pit new material at the end and did not note thot in the 
table of contents, = : 

T reclize that I will not be sble ts shange your mind on tho origin 
: of locet Dut verid like-te make some removes, he fossils do not seem to. 

agree with nearky glacial ice for the cubis hak, te heve vazetation to - 
live on. ft feel thet the brolcen forest Sround clong weterwoys eve inportant 
elenente ix causing sti21 ofr and settlement cf dust, Were they thems in ‘ 
thot fondition when ice was not far away, I wonder? ZI do net deny that 
dust was blown from outwash plains vor there is.more loess en ond near then 
than thevo is elsewhers. I rencmbor, hovever, thot you did not think the : 
silt cover of outwash plains is loess back in "33, I do not agree, < 

; With regex’ to Towan til I recall your saying in '35 that the Linits ES 
ox tho t421 are net the Mmits of Can bt. fhe peeuliar borders civen 
by Calvinad others always aroused my sikdticium ond I lone azgued the ¢ 
preblen on that basis alone, I feel now thot the Tewa pradrios vere 

' Wnevoded parts of the Kansen driit vlain on which Iowab till now suyvives, 
: Ve have en oven more poouliar sftvation with tho distribution of the os 

Vel.dars till 4m northesstern “Wisconsin, My map wag Puined becan oe the 5 
ongeaver usod pink where I asked for ved, Mo second praof crer cane’ to 

i Githor Bertran’ or me or wo would have raisad the voor Gonploandng. : 
Bub you can see it with a glass or on tho soils mapa of Srowm ond “andtowoe 
eomtics. ‘The problem is simpjicied by the distingtive coler of the Velders - < 
till but there ure sany oublics and areas of rouch topography where nobody { 
ean find any red tili. it must heave lost its color tiwough soll formation, =~ 

‘ Ve could casily have had similer onditions in Iowan time,/ Those hills of 
Loess we visited north of lows Clty ave Zossiliterous, I fvol thot there Pe 

: ' gould not have been any ice on the adjacent preivie when thay wore formod. 3 
I sawa lot of Iowa read cuts in this area ii '24 uhon thoy were fvedh ~ : 
and decided that there ie 2 thin loesd on the prairies above the pebble S 

a ’ I am still disputing with Aldyich over a rank hovesy of mine, the ee 
suppevt of the “ertin theory of the topegreply of the ieee Amea. : 

ce ig they let my paper through over the fits of the oljer seomorphologiats, : 
I intend to deliver it at 3%. louls. Compbell once refused Mexbins mamuscript 
on this in the Sparta~Tomah folio menuserips, you sea, Bub I feel, that : 

- I should present the aiternative interpretations whieh I foc] make : 
nove sense than the "special pleading" used for peneplsins, — ee 

; . About goin to Chicago I could co dow for tho day. easily at Een oe 
> almest any tine but profer not te stay over nicht, I huve no os 

appointments for september at present. es 

Sincerely yours, fe ee 

Laeger Sea coe O72) NS eee AE geet z Pe eS os egos -—s SS Te Ree eae
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g July 23, 1958 

Dr. Fred T. Thwaites 
41 Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

Thank you for your letter of July 17 stating 
that you expect to go to St. Louis, and for your comments 
regarding my paper. Please find enclosed a check for 
$3.00. I should like very much to have a copy of your 
last edition of "Outline of Glacial Geology." The last 
one that our library has is 1946, That may be the latest 
but I want one of my own anyway. 

I read your summary, "The Development of the 
Theory of Multiple Glaciation in North America", 1928, 
and I regard it as an excellent comprehensive summary, 
but I found it necessary for my purposes to review the 
originals. I am sorry that I did not repeat what I said 
in my 1957 paper, "The Cary-Mankato-Valders Problem", 
about why you came to propose the name Valders, but : 
I of course plan to treat such matters fully in my book. 

The men who did the x-ray work here conferred 
with me at the time in regard to the clay mineral frac- 
tion, and the evidence is strong that the clay fraction 
came largely from the west. However that is not the 
case with the silt and fine sand fractions. They are 
definitely from the valley trains. Mechanical analyses 
of the Farmdale loess and of the Peorian loess are sur- 
prisingly similar. As to "warm" and "cold" loesses 
there may be both where the climate is dry enough and 
windy enough to carry the dust. I had to leave the 
elaboration of these things to my book. With regard to 
the boundaries of the Iowan ice I am sure that you 
wouldn't make the statement that you do after field 
study. I thought that I would revise them but couldn't,



Dr. Fred T. Thwaites 
July 23, 1958 

: Page 2 

By the way, your own writings report red drift 
at considerable depth in northeastern Wisconsin which 
makes it clear that there have been sources of red drift 
at different times. There is red drift in what is 
probably Tazewell drift in central Michigan, lower 
peninsula, 

I do want you to know that I much appreciate 
receiving your comments. 

Sincerely yours, 

M. M. Leighton 
Chief Emeritus 

P.S. It may be wise to hold a September meeting of 
midwest men at a central place like Chicago. Could you 
attend? I will let you know definitely later. 
Mrs, Leighton and I are leaving next Saturday for ten 
days in northern Minnesota. MML



L? doly, 1958 

Ire Me BM. Leighton, yay 
Gli West Pennsylvania Ave., ae 

: Urbana, Tllinois i , 

Dest iv, Leighton: \ eee 

I wish to thank you for your note of the 12th with etteched 
Copies of letters and the reprint of your pap a? “Inportant elements in the 
Glassifzieation of the Wiscehsin glacini stage. 

i fully agree with you shout the qualifications of the members of the 
committes. x : 

- i? wold War 444 does not break out 
With regard te your paper I would like & FRE Ae Be.b% ee Fae of 

opinion. You do net mention tn your vork either my long summaxy of 1928 in the 
Viseonain Acpdeny transactions or tho "Owbline of Glasial ‘aoe hos ho latter is 
still being seld, As I went into this as a comercial vonteare I an hot 
giving copies avay exceot to those who ofder morc for clase use, & thinks : 

you. misthave 4 @opy of tho other paper for I was in Usbaun in 1929,. . 

With vespect to the age of loess the mbter is discussed in the first ; 
edition of the "Ontline" which has an appendix, I could not mention one vital 
item because 4¢ 4s not yet published. %ray axmmination of the Illinois loess 
has convinced sone soils men that the fines or clay fraction could not have come 
tvon dvizt iwt fyom the west. The silt fraction they sald may have come oaither 
from drift or from the west. I do not advocate thet all. loess daise from the 
western alluvial fans of Tertiary age but think that some must have come during 
interglesial tines. ‘The Russiens have both worm and cold looses that is both 
intexglagial ena glacial in age, lands tckin tenes ole ee 
trains may be explained by vegetation adn broken topography rahter than Just . 
distance . Of course volley trains were an excellent source bab all I unge 1s 
that there is amother source in the west, The volation of leeds to the impossible 
boundaries of Iowan ice still carried on many maps w 28 long agp explained by 

: Shimek on the basis of vegetation and topesraphy. : i 

in you discussion of Valders aritt you do not mention wien or why the name 
= Valders was introdueed, 1% rouall that Angevs first suggested that your original 

correlation of Aldens ved till ag Nankate was not proved. By the way I found 
& ¥od til also below the Forest Bed at Moench in two test boriigs made. last 
yeoy, “ed till is also reported below peat of more than 12000 years axe in 
Wayshara Gounty. I followed Antevs suggestion and picked the mme Vaiders 
begause of the wonderful crossed striae which I think you have seen. . < : 
i cannot now find my copies ef several old editions of the "Outline’ bub since 
I nsed the name in the 1943 report on northoasterm: VYisconsin I must have — 2 
ivat used it previeusiy. I hear that Bl ack hag found a forest bed south of 

' Aghiandbut of youtue has no date on it aa yet, a : 

I share your cautious attitude on “redlocarbon years". Maybe Antevs is 
right even if some verve experts aid conktt serious sins against seijence.’. 
See my 1987 veport on the Door Peninsula, . act 

h pesetile ree aickpped some events about the Valders nomenclature to‘save 
space but Tf Me teix eedeal ante fe te ee ee 
"Oubline" which hos been vovised every few years ever since The last 

ms geome oub just a year ago. Cant your library order a-copy., 1% is only $3.00 é 
postpaid. = 

| . 
< Sincerely yours, | 2 uN : 

NYAS’ OO Aa fo
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% pon 5 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Say GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

—— Geologic Division 
Denver Federal Center 

Denver, Colorado 

September 12, 1958 

Air Mail 

Dr. F. Te. Thwaites 
li N. Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

The enclosed draft of a report by the Pleistocene Committee 
of the American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature is sent to 
you at the request of M. M. Leighton. I regret that I failed to send 
you a copy originally, when over fifty were mailed to members of the 
Profession for criticism. Over half of those on Dr. Leighton'ts list 
did receive copies, however, and many excellent comments and suggestions 
have been received, both from them and from others. We hope that you 
will add yourse 

This year the annual meeting of the Committee, during the 
GSA meetings at St. Louis, will be open to all interested parties with 
the expressed purpose of discussing the content of this report. If 
there is sufficient criticism we will be glad to add an additional 
member or two to the committee to help with the revision. We hope 
that you will be able to be there. 

Sincerely yours, 

Gerald M. Richmond, Chairman 
Committee on Pleistocene 
American Commission on 

Stratigraphic Nomenclature 

Enclosure
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5‘ 13 April, 1959 
Dr. Me M. Leighton, hi : 
611 W. Pennsylvania A vee, 

_ Usbana, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Leighton: : 

s I noted when cheeking up after a visit to my son Tom at Pennsylvania 
University.over Master that I had not thanked you for the copy of " Peinciples " 
and viewpoints in formulating the stratigraphic classifications of the Pleistocene, 
I am sending enclosed my latest pa: on The Baraboo District. I hope its new iy 
ideas do not shock you too much. Fieup may not be so new for the paper is a 

é reworking of one prepared for the Geological Society trip of 1935, 
I think some of the horror express4d by some of the critics of the paper I presented | 
at St. Lougs last fall are due to conflict with the ideas they learned in school, 

. Possibly this is in part due to the conflict of faith in ones instructors, with 
true seience ag reasoned out from other lines of evidence, Anyhow the paper on 
peneplains will as Martin found in 1922 have rough sledding from critics of the 

; levis gospel. Ih ve lived leng enough to see the air camera prove that old 
topographis maps wore most misleading and to see tho. application of physics to 
geological sere agen How uany old-timers knew what log-log plotting is? 

I know post wk thet many old reports confused constructional or depositional 
surfaces peneplains, TIT have myselft seen from the rsuits of drilling 
that moh of "valley wideniag" 4s in fact valley filling. Weil, these projects and 
the fesultant criticism are enough to prevent life from becoming duli, 

Ve spent Master holidays at State Colloze, Pennsylvania where my son Tom 4s 
teaching physics, He had to be away for the vacation so wanted us to stay with his 

: family. I made frequent walks over a vally flat of the Havricburg peneposin( I 
guppose) and found it waderlain not by gravel but by & elayestone rubble. 
i have long thought that a new explanation of these levels is in order and Hack 
has offered one ina recent U. S, G. S. Professional Paper. 

IT hope to get on Black's Pleistocene trip to northwestern Wieconsinthis 
spring but nothing is certain as yet, I may alse cot to Cincinnati next fall. ; 

The paper on the St, Petor base I left in Chicago last fall when I was at the 
meeting has not yet been heard from except a statement that they heave it. I wonder 
if it will receive rough treatment too. Some people deo net accept subsurface 
evidence or well samples. I endorse Flint for what he 7M the base of the as 

- St. Peter but not for what I consider as that horion. strete I include with 
the St. Peter cut down as low as the Franconia sandstone of Ganibrian age but this! 4s 
known slmost wholly from cable teol samples which some people were trained to 
ignore or reject. I once had this belief and was surprised to find that it is 

: not correct. 

With best regards, Suk 

Sincerely yours, : : : 

f FT, Thwaites ;
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April 21, 1959 

Nr. Fred T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Near Fred: 

I have received your letter of April 13. I think that you are 
a bit hard on the "old-timers." Don't you think that the inference might 
be made from what you say that they were all wrong and geologic science 
was in an awful state? Geology has had to grow, but it wasn't all bad at 
one time, Even now there are outlandish interpretations made. 

I am interested in what you say about the clay-stone rubble on 
a remnant of the Harrisburg peneplain. You don't describe it and I shall 
be looking up in Hack's recent professional paper. I would expect a 
highly weathered product of any former gravel that today would not be 
gravel, 

As for subsurface evidence from well samples, the integrity of 
it depends in some measure on who is studying the samples, on the repu- 
tation of the driller, and on what part of the section is being studied. 
By that I have reference to the Pleistocene. In my early experience in 
collecting well logs personally from drillers I found a great difference 
in drillers. The logs of some were obviously being given as a favor or 
as a guess, others bore a mark of integrity. I refused to file the former 
for some other geologists who did not know the circumstances to make 
mistakes on, 

Kind regards to you and Mrs. Thwaites. 

Cordially yours, 

ee Ge. 
M, M. Leighton 
Chief, Emeritus



General Geology Branch 

Geologic Division 
Denver Federal Center 

Denver, Colorado 

October 7, 1958 

Memorandum 

Toe All interested parties 

From: Chairman, Committee on Problems of the Quaternary 
American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature 

The SeEePeMe is in the process of organizing a symposium 
under the title "Concepts of Stratigraphic Classification and 
Correlation", to be held at their next amual meeting in conjunction 
with the A.A.PeGe, Dallas, Texas, March 16=19, 195% 

The Chairman is Dre Grover Murray, School of Geology, 
Louisiana State University, University Station, Baton ‘Rouge 3, 
Louisiana, 

The express purpose of the symposium is to discuss differ~ 
ences of opinion on all stratigraphic classification problems before 
the tasks of the various committees working on the stratigraphic code 
get too far alonge 

This is an invitation to you to take part in an organized 
discussion of stratigraphic classification problems of the Quaternarye 
I have written Dr. Murray to reserve time for this subject and a 
prepared paper representing your philosophy is in order if you so 
desire, Titles and brief abstracts should be in Dr. Murray's hands 
by November 1, 

Cordially yours, { 

asathy PCr 
Gerald M, Richmond



From M, M, Leighton 2-1\0- $4 

To those who attended the Chicago meeting or sent regrets: 

SOME COMMENTS ON MY PUBLISHED PAPER, "PRINCIPLES AND VIEWPOINTS 

IN FORMULATING THE STRATIGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATIONS OF THE PLEISTOCENE" 

Dallas, Texas: “Your discussion of weathered zones is particularly effective 

in support of your contention that the proposed classification is ‘unnatural’, .. 

I believe. . .that a classification system loses much of its value when it is 

constructed as an end in itself rather than as a means to clear thought." 

A former president of AAPG writes: "I am glad you speak out for the retention 

of established values, rather than accepting suggested revisions just because they 

are new. Scientists shouldn't be sheep!" 

Ottawa, Ontario: "Although I have not had the opportunity to see as yet the 

preliminary report of the Pleistocene committee of the American Commission on 

Stratigraphic Nomenclature, whose recommendations your paper criticizes, I find 

myself wholly in agreement with your views. From the little work I have done with 

Pleistocene deposits during the past half dozen summers I find no reasonable merit 

for the adoption of the miltiple classification of glacial deposits, such as is 

applicable for bedded rocks. I sincerely hope your criticisms will result in 

strong afterthoughts on the part of the committee," 

Chicago, Illinois: "I enjoyed reading your recent article on Pleistocene 

Classification, Some persons forget that classification is a means to an end 

rather than an end in itself," 

Washington, D, G.t “This is on a subject in which I have a great deal of 

interest and your article is very thought provoking.”
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Tulsa, Oklehomas “I, as well as all of the other geologists who had their 

training in areas of glaciation, am still very mech interested in the glacial 

processes and the stratigraphy of glacial deposits regardless of the fact that we 

are considerably removed from glacial areas and are concentrating on other branches 

of geology. I am fully in accord with your ideas on the natural system of classi-~ 

fication of Pleistocene stratigraphy. I think also that it is very fitting that 

the men who will be charged with the responsibility of setting up this nomenclature 

come from the glaciated area where the glacial deposits are best known by the con- 

centrated efforts of many people," . 

Ithaca, New York: "I am following with mech interest the rapid developments 

in regard to this problem. Your paper should stimulate additional lively discussion 

--which is very healthy!" 

Columbus, Ohio: "The debates among the Friends of the Pleistocene on strati~ 

graphic classification are very interesting to us whose principle topics of study 

Me in other time soness not only because ‘everybody loves a good fight!, but 
because it is through such engagements that every shred of evidence is re-examined 

and re-evaluated and new facets of the basic philosophy of our science are 

developed. Your point of view seems to be right and reasonable." 

Toronto, Ontario: "I have just finished reading the paper and found it most 

interesting, I particularly endorse your views on the use of soils as strati- 

graphic units." 

Evanston, Illinois: "I had not been following the deliberations of the 

Pleistocene committee very closely but your article brought home to me that perhaps 

my negligence is an abdication of responsibility in this matter, It might behoove 

many of us to speak up and be heard before we are saddled with a classification 

that is both unrealistic and unworkable. 

From the author of the comprehensive volumes on "The Quaternary Era": 

: "Thank you for your reprint on Pleistocene classifications, How right you are,"
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New Hampshire: "I am glad to have your summary at hand, and I think I need 

not tell you that I am completely in harmony with you in the views you express, 

Certainly we all recognize that the stratigraphy of the deposits made by the 

Pleistocene ice sheets must be different in almost every way from the stratigraphy 

of older rocks, And anyone who has had any familiarity with the mid-West 

certainly can't fail to see your point of view with respect to that area being 

the starting point for any classification, 

"Thank you for stating the ease so clearly."



a ded 

Resolutions of 

Glacial Geologists from Illinois, Indiana, lowa, Michigan, and Wisconsin 

Chicago, September 20, 1958 

Those present and their fields of research in the 

Middle West are as follows: 

Bretz, J Harlen Chic 
: forthern Tiiinets 

Glacial Great Lakes 

Brophy, John A. Illinois 

Brown, Charles N. Lowa 

Hough, Jack L. Glacial Great Lakes 

Leighton, HM. M. Towan drift 
7 Drifts and loesses of 

Illinois 
Classification of 

Wiseonsin substages 

Martin, Helen M. Michigan 

Ke Wilton N. Mic ihern, : higan 

Ray, Louis L. Ohio Valley 

Terwilliger, F. Wells Michigan 

Thwaites, Fred T. Wisconsin 
Southern Illinois 

Trowbridge, A.C. Towa 
Southern Wisconsin 
Mississippi River Valley
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PINDINGS 

We have carefully reviewed the preliminary report of 

the Pleistocene Committee of the American Commission on : 

Stratigraphic Nomenclature and the conditions and ¢ircumstances 

leading up to it. As a result we have certain observations and 

findings. 

1. The American Commission is composed of strati-~ 

graphers of the older rocks who are delegates from geological 

societies to study and set up a stratigraphic classification 

and nomenclature of the older rocks. Versed in that field, 

they have made admirable contributions. 

2. When their deliberations reached the Quaternary 

they faced a different situation. Recognizing thet they were 

not in position to consider and act upon this subject, they 

had two choices as to procedure: 1) to refer the matter back 

te the parent societies with the request that a sub-commission, 

or the like, be formed by the appointment of delegates experi- 

enced in Quaternary stratigraphy; or 2) to take upon
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themselves the responsibility of appointing a representative 

Pleistocene Committee. They chose the latter, and in so 

doing gave the Pleistocene Committee responsibilities that 

the Commission largely was not prepared to assume. 

3...1t.4s.0 matter of record (199+, A.A.P.G, Bulle, 0 

v, 38, Pe 1334+1335) that a committee on Pleistocene classi- 

fication was established and then reorganized in 1955 cer, 

A. APG, Bull., v. 41, p. 131), with the expressed objective 

of collecting opinion on problems of classification and 

| nomenclature in the Quaternary and submitting reports thereon 

(see p. 1, Preliminary Report). 

4, At the 1955 meeting of the Commission (1956, 

AAsP.Gey Ve 40, p. 1419), when the Chairman of the Pleistocene 

Committee made his first report, he requested and the 

Commission approved, that the multiple classification systen-- 

designed for the older rocks--be applied to the Quaternary. 

The promptness of this action makes it appear that it was
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taken before the Committee had completed its exploratory 

study. It suggests, as does the present preliminary report 

of the Pleistocene Committee and the articles in the current 

August issue of the Bulletin of A.A.?P.G., the adoption of a 

new philosophy of Pleistocene stratigraphic classification. 

5. It appears further that the Committee's explora- 

tory analysis of the philosophies involved has been incidental . 

since 19555 and that the Committee has bent its efforts on en 

attempt at adaptation of only one philosophy, hence the 

character of the preliminary report. : 

6. In 1955 the Pleistocene Committee was composed 

of geomorphelogists, glacial geologists, and glaciologists, 

from New England, Ohic, the southwest border area of the 

continental drift in Kansas, the Gulf Coast, the Rocky 

Mountains, the Great Basin, and the Pacific Coast. It ts a 

matter of some note that no career workers from the classic 

area of the Midwest glacial Pleistocene have been included,
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7. ‘The observation should also be made here that 

in the preliminary report and recent articles, insistenes is 

placed on the desirability of having the same stratigraphic 

elassification and nomenclature throughout the geologic 

colum, There is little evidence of the naturalistic 

approach, Note is not taken of the fact that the subdivisions 

of the glacial Pleistocene are based differently from the 

subdivisions of the older rocks--the former on climatic 

changes, the latter largely on marine invasions and retreats. 

These fundamental differences require two different philoso- 

phies of stratigraphic classification. 

8. The Committee has obtained opinions [of its 

preliminary report] by personal inquiry. However, in this 

case where the stratigraphic classification of the glacial 

Pleistocene is involved as well as the stratigraphic elassifi- 

cation of the nonglacial, there is need for an organized 

program of discussion.
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CONCLUSIONS 

1, We take exception to a fundamental premise of 

the Pleistocene Comittee, that it is desirable to fit the 

glacial Pleistocene into the system of classification and 

nomenclature which has been devised for the older rocks and 

the nonglacial Pleistocene, a 

| 2. We feel that any revisions involving the 

glacial Pleistocene should be made within the framework of 

the present system by reason of its singular nature. 

Therefore, be it Resolved, by this group that 

insofar as it applies to the glacial Pleistocene we express 

our disapproval of the preliminary report of the Pleistocene 

Committee,
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PROPOSAL 

Be it also Resolved, that in the interests of 

achieving a more scientific stratigraphic classification and 

nomenclature of the glacial Pleistocene, we urge the adoption 

of a measure designed to resolve this basic conflict in 

philosophy, by holding a symposium of papers and organised : 

discussions to precede the formulation of the final Committee 

renort. 

Signed: J Harlen Bretz Wilton N. Melhorn 

John A. Brophy Louis L. Ray 

Charles N. Brown F. Wells Terwilliger 

Jack L. Hough F. T. Thwaites 

MM, Leighton A. C. Trowbridge, Chm. 

Helen M. Martin



MORRIS M. LEIGHTON 

611 WEST PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

September 15, 1958 

Dr. Fred T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

Enclosed is a copy of my letter to Black, 
inviting him to the conference, 

Herewith is also a rough draft of a state- 
ment that I have prepared for the conference, 
You can return it to me at Chicago. I suggest 
that if you have the chance you show it to Black, 

Cordially yours, 

Morris M. Leighton 

ec: Dr. Robert F.. Black



: MORRIS M. LEIGHTON 

September 15, 1958 

Dr. Robert F. Black 
——_ of Geology 

versity of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

My dear Black: 

Since you are succeeding Fred Thwaites 
in the —- the Pleistocene of Wisconsin, 
I would be delighted to have you attend our 
Chicago conference with Fred next Saturday, 
Rosenwald Hall, Department of — 
University of énicago, 10:00 a.m 
University of Chic will be host to us at 
luncheon at the Gonkvenaia Club, southeast 
corner of 57th Street and University Avenuc. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Morris M. Leighton 

ec: Dr. Fred T. Thwaites
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MORRIS M. LEIGHTON ff 

611 WEST PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE : $ . 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

August 22, 1958 ( oo Be 
7 f / O — 

Dr. Fred H. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road ere 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

Nearly all of those to whom I wrote on August 11 
favor holding a meeting’ in Chicago in September and 
a substantial number have indicated a date near or 
after the middle of the month. I have contacted 
Prof. C, E, Olson, Chairman, Department of Geology, 
University of Chicago, and he says that our group 
will be heartily welcomed to Rosenwald Hall. 

The arrangements then are as follows. We will 
meet on Saturday, September 20, 1958, at 10:00 a.m. 
in Room 41 (4th Floor), Rosenwald fal, University 
of Chicago, Chicago, and we willtake lunch at the 
Quadrangle Club, University Avenue and 57th Street 
(two blocks north and slightly east of Rosenwald Hall). 

My thought is that the holding of this meeting 
is in itself taking cognizance of the fact that the 
classic area is inadequately represented on the 
Pleistocene Committee, and that we will take this 
opportunity for constructive action by discussion and 
by outlining, at least tentatively for further study, 
what the nature of the Pleistocene in the classic 
area requires in classification and standards of 
nomenclature. 

Kindly acknowledge this letter and let me know 
whether or not you probably can attend. I also urge 
that you study Gerry Richmond's preliminary report 
and that you let me have your suggestions for the 
agenda. 

Cordially ye 

Morris M. Leighton
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MONROE WATER DEPARTMENT 
KENNETH L. MAYER P. O. BOX 200 PHONE 413 

ee eee MONROE, WISCONSIN 

Dec. 3, 1957. 

F.T, Thwaites, 
4] North Roby Road, 
Madison §, Wis. 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

We are having some trouble at our #4 well. 

So far we shot 500 lbs. of explosives and in doing 
this we jarred an o1d set of tools loose in the well at 
that old fishing location 1050' or 1060', 

Our first shot of 250 lbs was at 1575' and this knocked in 
72' of material above this location and the second shot at 1460! 
knocked in 46' above or a total of 118' of material from the two. 

After some drilling and bailing we were running in with 
the tools and they set up at 1050! which knocked the old set of 
tools down the well to 1510'. We have been fishing for them for 
over a week and haven't had too much luck. 

We were wondering if you thought it would be necessary 
to retrieve the old tools and clean the well out to the original 
deoth of 1688' or if that 178! left in the well would cut down 
the capacity of the well, 

Any suggestions that you may have will be greatly 
appreciated, 

Yours truly, 

aye 

Kenneth L. Mayer, Supt., 
klm/cst 

16 $6 
Ae. 
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MONROE WATER DEPARTMENT po 

KENNETH L. MAYER P. O. BOX 200 

ee MONROE, WISCONSIN a 

Sept. 21, 1957. 

Prof. F.T. Thwaites, 

Science Hall, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

The Monroe Water Department are going to take bids on 
their #4 well for the purpose of rehabilitation. 

We are not sure just what happened to cause the capacity 
to drop from over 850 GPM to around 500 GPM. But, we do know it is 
the well and not the pump. The static level dpopped from 193! 
to 295' about a year ago and at that time the pump was throttled 
to hold 5' to 10' of water over the boles. 

The log #105880 - 106223 that you prepared in 1939, on this 
well shows a fishing job at 1063' so maybe the well is caved in at 
this point and not allowing any deeper water to rise. 

The Water Board would like to know where to shoot the well 
in case it is necessary as it was on the twoprevious wells #1 

and #5. 

Our #1 well $20,000.00 shooting job was cheaper yet than 
#5 by $20,000.00, because at #5 after each shot so much material 
was knocked down and it took so long to drill it up and bail out. 
We probably should have lightened our loads after experiencing 

the great amount of material being knocked down each time at #5. 
At #1 well, each shot seemed to be about right and only a couple of 
truck loads of sand were drilled up and bailed out, but we did : 
have to test pump it much longer to clear up the sand flow. 

Both wells that were shot now produce as much as they 
did originally and are holding up good, 

If you should want any additional information such as 
pumpages, water levels, etc., we can furnish it. 

Thank you very much for your help on these jobs. 

Yours truly, 

MONROE WATER DEPARTMENT, 

klm/cst. Kenneth L, nego ous LLL.
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MONROE WATER DEPARTMENT 
KENNETH L. MAYER P. O. BOX 200 

SUPERINTENDENT PHONE 413 

MONROE, WISCONSIN 

Oet. 12, 1957. 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites, Geologist, 
41 North Roby Road, 
MADISON, 5, Wis. 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

The Board of Water Commissioners had a meeting 
Oct. 8th and they would like to know how much your services 
would be to spot the shot locations and sizes to use on our 
#4 well. 

The firm of Egerer & Galloway will be doing the work, 
the same firm that shot #1 and #5 wells here at Monroe, 

Carl A, Bayes & Associates of Urbana, Illinois made a 
Geophysical log of #4 well in 1948 and this probably will be 
of help at this time. 

Please let me know as soon as possible the amount you 
would charge for doing the required work at #4 Well. 

Yours truly, 

klm/est Monroe Water ey, 

“Kenneth L. niger, “Bigg
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hits Kenneth Le lisyer, Sucrtatenaent, 

see Monroe Water bs 
Monrea, ‘scons: 

: Dear Mir. Mayors 

; : In reply to yours of the 12th my ehargo 
for pioking shot points in No, 4 well vould bo twontyfive | 
($25,00) 4¢ tho worl: ean all be dono here bubs if K have to cone to 

= to Monroe would add expenses, milacge ab ? conts a mile plug meals 
meaia, ote, 

To a6 this in the way I have amp Joyod usually requires the 
é@villers daily reports showing number of foot avtiled, 

One can also use the geophysical log which gives essentially 
the same results, If you ha e these veports a copy showing 

; nuriber of hours wowiced ani feet of crogreds is all that is 
needed. 4£ you do not have this informstion I can scture ib 
from the drillers of tho well. : 

Sincersly yours,



MONROE WATER DEPARTMENT 
KENNETH L. MAYER P. O. BOX 200 

SUPERINTENDENT PHONE 413 

MONROE, WISCONSIN 

Bet. 21, 1957. 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites, Geologist 
41 North Roby Road, 
Madison , 5, Wis, 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

We are inclosing the geophysical report along 
with the log of #4 well. 

The drilling time efic., is on another sheet 
and if you want to insert the size of shot and depth 
on that sheet, you may, 

If there should be any additional information 
you might need for this job, just phone 413 and I will 
send it to you. 

We plan on starting this job next week so we will 
need this information quite soon. 

Yours truly, 

; MONROE WATER DEPARTMENT, 

Aine eas 
Kenneth L. Mayer, Supt. 

klm/ecst. 
Enc .3



MONROE WATER DEPARTMENT 
KENNETH L. MAYER P. O. BOX 200 

SUPERINTENDENT PHONE 413 

MONROE, WISCONSIN 
Oct. 23, 1957. 

F,T, Thwaites, Geologist 
41 North Roby Road, 
Madison, 5, Wis. 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

Enclosed herewith is a hydrograph made by 
William Drescher of the U.S. G.S. 

The graph shows fluctuations of the water 
table during pumping tests made Nov. 7th to the 9th, 
T9Si:5 Measurements were either made by steel tapes 

or reliable air lines and are also shown on the graph. 

This information will at least be interesting if not 
helpful in determining the locations for shooting our #4 well. 

Yours truly, 

MONROE WATER DEPARTMENT, 

hese LL Pa o 
Kenneth L. Mayer, sup : 

enc, 1.
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: ae Pinions oe 3 . 
a Box acoe tonreet Wiscongin 

= Dear Mr, Meyort | ae 

= I havo leoked over all the available data on 7 
: your well Wo. 4 and mote several sugcostions on shot points, ; 

: : The amounts ave subject to rovision in light of your - 
Ee experience plus Me. Galloway's, He recontiy shot Bo, 12 

S here ani one shot fAite1 up b babe te wolt, "he final result 
a however wes vory good, T dep levgely on the draliing 

: speed for thore ig little in the rosistivity leg in the ; 
lower part whieh heips mech, Your suegestion of a biode 

E in the well is good, 5 en ee a é 
Well ig filied up for sexe distance, In spite of the s 

= is evidence for much water in the lower part of Ne. 5 this 
& well is not very encouraging, Nevertheless I sugsest 4 

several shots in this section. — 3 

: The data sheets you sont are returned herewith along. 
with my bili. : E 

: Sincerely yours, 

2 a 
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ee eet CITY. WELL XO: 4, MONROE, WIS. < 
ae: Mead, Ward, and Hunt, Engineers Pe We As Project Wis. 1666 S. . 

: Jos Egerer, Contractor, 1939 Center sh SeECe 34,Te 2 Ney Re 7 Ee ° 

Elevation ebout 1005 Samples examined by Fo T. Thwaites, Nose 105880-106223 

|D] 20 0-20 Pee SG Sel Glacial till,dark gray : 24" pipe 

; 20-55 ss Dolomite, light gray and brown-gray "| cme 
: fi 

=| L aN NG i K 
- 55-115 ee Dolomite, gray,blue-gray spots I" A 
P essreseal te Se ss i ae 

= | gts A Se “E16" gewede 

/ T 15-140 | 25; —\~.- ‘| Sandstone, coarse to fine, gray, very : EpaDe 
Tazo) ©? Ee ‘ehi|  dolomitic : : : j cemented 
5 140-180 Sandstone, medium to fine, light gray, e i 
z= some yellow-gray % “ 

is 1€21" hole 

- 180-200 Shale, reds chert, whites sandstone, coarse, 5 194° water aie 

a nee % i a 

. 235-280 | 45|'.——\:..:|] Sandstzone, coarse to medium, dolomitic, ; > 
_ |B ‘2:2: 2.| light gray; chert, white = St 

& SiS Sn: 1| : 
Soo. 

. 

M meevU= 290m mIOEN 0 \ | Dolemite, light gray. = eee oe oF 
A 290-345 | 55._2\—_! Dolomite, Light gray; some shale, green; te it 

\| “chert, white t. “t F 

: ae ye | al 

: 155) 345-355 | 10l..=..\ >| Do ~£Y3 che wh, oolitic; ss, fne, wh . a 
r | 355-365 | 30]-.--\..'-'| Sandstone, medium to fjne Tight yellow- i a 

IR Ay “| gray, very dolomitic (imdiaen © ay : 

E 365-425 | 40/7; -/.| Sandstone edium to fine, light gra: = fe 389 
M tev | dolomite CSordan) a ee 
P : Sn i i 

| |B 4252455 | 30/-57-=\"") Siltstone, yery dolomitic, gray, some pink, ' : 
A a STE glauc onitic ' q 

Seerane’ : rea : 455-500 | 4. BE Siltstone, very dolomitic, red, glauconitic ' : 

A aoa ae 
145 Pee ; é 

F Sandstone, fine, pink, dolomitic, glauc. ' ' 15" hole 
R [515-525 | 10|/ ===] Whale, red, dolomitic, glauconitic ! ! 
A eee LE B82 ae an, prey dol, eiaucg etic ' . 

[939-540 | 5 === Shale, gray, silty, dol, glauconit \ : 
. 540-560 ) 20[is nee | Sandstone, fine, light gray, glauc., dol. ' F 

| 200575 | 15|2 EN 2-r-| Ss, fine to coarse, lt. gray, dol, glauc. ; , ; 

: 575-640 | 65/.:\+-.'.| Sandstone, medium, white, soft : Came 

IE ees thet 
b s . ae ~ . ' ‘ 

(BL 65 le ee 
i, Ga a = ’ i 

640-660 Sandstone, medium to silty, lt.gray, dol. \ i 

660-660 Lee Sandstone, medium to fine, white, lt.gray ones 
680-700 Sandstgne, fine to medium, gray to white, =) -— 692’ 

[ TOo=70s | € |. 5: | sandst- one, fine to medium, gray, dolomitic | ‘ : 43" 14 

708-745 == Shale, gray, dolomitic, caving ; paae ane 

oA SPCC OR ‘ y :



: aA ":. Noe 4-city, Monroe, ps 2 ~ , 

Abe 0 Delo 6, era sand aving? 4 t 
E|  [obsafes ito} ==" shale, gray, délomtitycaving S| ; 
: 165-790 f 25[ | Sandstone, fine, gray, dolomitic, caving? ‘ 

| 790-805 | 15])-aav.| Sandstone, medium to fine, light gray, dol. ‘ ' ; 1 

ic 805-82 [20] Sandstone, medium to fine, white to lt.grey ! ! 15 

L | Bopnbeg | 20) | Dolomite, sandy, lignt gray————— | | 
A 830-845 | 19|:--s\icn:| Sandstone, medium to fine, gray, dolomitic nes 

t| (6452030 3h Dolomite, Tight gray 
R 850-880 [30 Sandstone, fine, gray, dolomitic te 
u| . (Oebetns | = chao, gray, dolomitic ts 

885-920 Sandstone, fine, gray, very dolomitic es 

eee Poe 
[920-930 | IO)... | Sandstone, fine, white a 

310} 930-950 Sandstone, fine, gray, dolomitic ; ; 

O-' 4 Sandstone, , coarse to fine, white to li Vee Bae995. [45h se ::- | acsteeeme 2 coeres te tines ght ie 
| ees 
PSs 1000 TS | andstone, fine to medium, lignt gray, dol. \ 

000=10101 16 | Sandstone; silty to medium, gray 
HOU oge Secs] Sandstone, ettty to- Pine, grey at 
[1025-1035] 1O0|:.°.:: .-°-| Sandstone, medium to coarse, white sid | ' ks 
L103 5=1040 | a andstone, silty to ne BENG STAYS cS] ' ! 
1040-1095 | 55|-. .'\'-+.| Sandstone,, coarse to silty, light gray ' : cr 

et Ss ° ' 1 

see gs OF, : ' if 

1095-1115 | 20/57 etl Sandstone, coarse to fine, light gray Ee 

, 1115-1200 <——: coarse to medium, light gray to cee 
& ey TA 1 id st ae ‘ 

Seis vaP 2 . t 1 

Meee ' ' 

Ds eee area r ' : 

ee i= 
$ x2 ie) * 1 1 

| iz00=L20> 1.2 7 eoandstoene, fine, dark rede i \ 

u [1 220-1230| 1O|-..>. -.*-* -e| gandstone, coafse to fine, light gray i 1 i 
[1230-1240 | Lolss-"-. 3% | Sandstone, medium to fine, pink ' ; 

x [1240=1250 | LOl: se... 1°. | Sandstone, Pine, light pink = ' 
[1250-1095 | 5 tS Sandstone, medium to fine, light gray 1 : 

¢ gee=tee on Ae samp! ee ee | 
11260=12601-20 Sandstone, fine, light pin a 

: 1260-1320 pepe Sandstone, fine to coarse, light gray ee 
- * ' ' 

° 9g 1 1 

N [1320-1325 | 5 }—--.--/ Sandstone, fine to coarse, dark pink y y 
Heaeemtage | pols | Sandatone, fme $0 coarse, ent pink ' : 

} 1340 | 5 {==> — Sandstone, fine to coarse, ltegray, hard ie! 
rT340-1350 oO ee andst one ine to coarse 2S eee J ! 

1350-1390 | Sandstone, fine to coarse, pink and gray : 
f 1 1 

1390-1425 Pet Sandstone, coarse to fine, light gray, hard ' : 
sat 1 

1425-1465 seri"! Sandstone, fine to medium, light gray, some 
c a i-t.[] coarse at bottom ' i ES eer ' : 

1465-1495 Sandstone, fine to medium, light gray aS 

[1495-1505] Ol-..".1.-<7| Sandst-one, fine to medium,jight pink | =: | 
[1505-1520 Lol: -:r ti) Sandstone, fine to medium, light gray  _| \ ie 
(1520-3525 | 5 b= Sandstone, very fine to medium, Tight pink | i ! 

1525-1545 Eee Sandstone, fine to coarse, light gray Ae 
[1545-1565] 20/2-20 23 | Sandst-one, medium to coarse, light gray tases 

t ' 

| [1565-1585] 20]:.7"-.s.57| Sandstone, mediun to fine, light gra ee 
- (1565-1599 10. :-...:-.| Sandstone, medium to coarse, light gray a)



pe ee ee ee 
: a Se No. 4.city,.Monroe, pe 3 aa : 

11595-1600 andstone, medium to ne ight gra . ; 

1620-1670) 50}: +: | Sandstone, medium to fine, light gray } : 
wipe, < ie ae ' is 

oe ee en : iS Secenswea ees t my 

 (T6%O=-16fo4 Jol: . | Sandst one ine to medium, licht crnay sd ' _ 
oe eet ts eee The co ae ie ee 

Formations: Drift (Illinoian); Galena-Platteville (includes Decorah); St. Peter; Lower Magnesieann 
(Prairie du Chien); Trempealeau (includes Jordan); Franconia (formerly Mazomanie); Dresbach 
(Galesville); Eau Claires; Mt. Simon 
Tested at 684 gepeme specific capacity. = 7.0 gepeme Water temperature 55 F. 
Fishing job at 1063 

: = 

&



OR Ges ez. a Bae. = 
Poe eee re oer : = 

‘TT In reply to the suggestion of G. 0. Raasch that the base of the upper = 

g Cambrian is at the es the Bayfield group instead of at its top = 

jaa be 
é a number of lines of evidence geyte considered. This problem was the 

main ee of my studies in the years 1910 and 1912. ae publisea in 

' Ce £ 
Wisconsin Bulletin 25, == 14.1?— [te ty dunn wer ast eee 

‘ Chante, Bran , Ty, teadeTRendraare *F~h Ooh : 
Aq The major evidence for Ly pre-Cambrian age of’the Bayfield group 

- Wwran 2 

Q L . is that it iG. oregeny which caused the uplift of the yqddle 
N/S, f : 

ds A Keweenawan flows and the Upper Keweenawan Oronto group. The great Douglas 
Th fel =o 

fi / and Keweenaw faults are thrust# not normal faults. They could only be 
J 

é wasn =tir compression. It is true that the disturbance of Limestone 

Yrrchone ) 
Mountain involves Siluriang(ana possibly Deveniax) strata but the movements “here 

seem to be primarily subsidence aaé not compressian. The vertical strata 

Aes on } mee 
oe drag sb0fg a prabebie normal fault or they belong in that non- - 

~ 
descript class. often called Mcrypptovolcanic." Certainly they should not be 

classed with the great faults of the region to the north and west. ‘ 
; # : 

Tt seems almost impossible to place the age of the immense thrusts as Ae 

ar} 
er than pre-Cambrian, ‘The prevail near-horizontality of the Rayfield ~ 

Prous is due ¥o ite position in The center of tke, syncline amt wt e oak ss 

= ‘p Thatever age might be assigned to the thrusts of the western part of the 

2 Lake superior syncline it is evident that their formation was accompanied 
: 2 3 = 

by & very great uplift of the line sides. tad uplifted areas 

: abnolD = 
were deeply eroded and then buried by recosgnized Cambrian Re ‘Long since 

j ' demonstrated: in the st. Croix valley. The upland both north and south 2 

of the west end of jake Superior is at about the same level and ig obviously *_ 
eecgor} peels ESP ae 

aixthe part of the great pre-Cambrian oe there were any subsequent 

period of thrust faulting there is no known sedimentary record of —s si 

Qacdutiet- 
; erosion of mountains. An outlier of Cambrian discovered by E. F. Bean ; 5 

ee Loner Co i : = 
clare tore) near Irma, Wisconsin , further the pre-Cambrian ace of this erosion 

/ nN 
: £ surface. : : :



Pe 2 : : 

qs quartzose composition of the Bayfield group is no evidence of 

Cambrian ae It al ee the exception of the Devils Island formation , 

mavied! 1 ffevent “fron 
: oss make ekeas 4c the mineres Stadion of reco, ed Cambrian strata - 

to the south. piloreover, the Bayfield group is definitely non- 

aerine, a fluvial formation deposited in an intermonténe valley. Mey pebbles of 

Keweenawan porphyry occur throubut. No such pebbles are present in the known 

Cambrian. It is clear that the mountains af resuiting from the late Keweenawan 

orogeny were still being eroded when the payfield group was beimg laid down. 

7 7 must 
Lt ( Tt seems as if the vast gum quantity of qugrtz sand of the kmown Cambrian s@y have 

fot Es 

e » deen inte the teter erosion of the Bayfield group. - : 
es A Tak 

§ 9) uxposures in the vicinity of ee Show 8 conglomerate of rewaed 

quartz and quartzite pebbles rests on a very even, burface of the red 

- te port) 7 
gisietonst: Although — eer sugesst marine origin the pebbles 

2 a A ya ndiny 7 . 

display stream abrasion. It is suggested that they are rewsmiesd stream rivey 

; gravels formed on the pre-Cambrian pediplein surface reworked by the advancing 

; Cambrian sea. Owing to the indistinct and irregular bedding of the fluvial 

— red sandstones an erosion bevel is difficult to demonstrate. - ; : 

? the pre-Cambrian surface heretofore called a peneplain,or end point of 
oa : ick : 

humid land erosion, is “ee a-pediplain or arid, plain of erosion eA 
Gderived from adjacene *eavdenl mpantacn) 

witteh—was oO a oe Rete anon 

A . 
Wp taste C : OLa. TAn oe ie 

see Ee oO prden olareclims 

It may also be remarked that’ the lower strata ‘on $t. Louis River, Minnesota, 

é 

now largely covered by water behind a dam, are distinctly 5] Oronto type. 

: The Weesace of the uppermost Bgyfield roraat ton il Se eas of Minnesota 

AK 
eprere-to demonstrate a profound erosional bevel beiow the al; Simone 

dg, In conclusion, dt appers that the burden of proof rests upon anyone : 

: Nn 

who desires to reé#rn to the interpretation of Irving which he himself Pe 

questioned of making the Bayfield group part of t_he Cambrian. a sr 

ge, Scene roan = te el | Raedeg Je 197



ee ee Si eee Sf ee ee 
CONES Ot *GANERLAN ‘agnstoms OF NORTE NEGHIGAN, by Ws Ke Thobhing = 
» ~ Pub. 51, Michigan Goological Survey, 1958 Bert Ses 

In the report listed above 4», Hanbian cives a vory thorough trex oS 
ot ns Saeed eh, eatertany ot Wee sanadldad tek oeetiat te eee Be 
in 1910-1912, However, he failed to find any definite oo ae 

2 the vefa sandstone there tormed Jecobsville which appears to correlate wi : 
. a ee eee oe 

northwest. of Kewcenaw Point. y : i 

Sone points occur ® me from this preliminary reading plus a reviow of ny et 
’ veport of 1912, : < 

: the first big problem is the geologic age of the, carth movements which. » 
-  gffected the Bayfield sandstones. Toablin Zollove Fonsch in naling these - 

foults post- Silurian. ‘This is bocause of the ago of youngest affected 3 
styata at Idmestone“Mountain, I do not think this is established. Whatever aE 
the disturbance of the strata at Limestone Mountain, it ic not tho same asthe tvo f 
great thrust faults, the Douglas and Keweenay, Iinestone Mountain micht be ; 
related to q branch of the Keweonaw foult, but it 4s possible that at is one of 
the so-called erypbo~—vol.canic disturbances . Tho tpkhrom atdogpe those thmata 
were eroded away to a level which agrees with the general level of the : 
pre-Canbrian of northern Wisconsin and northern Michigan. It is an open question 
what became of the basaltic debris from sueh erosion. Tittle or none was deposited 
in the lake Superior ayncline. It seams to me thot movements of such magnitude 
alnost ee ee to the orogeny vhich disturbed the recognised Upper 

FT ic Sees sos sor ion, of aunts ue Oe Ong anbr’ of 
_ = Heat Memmobat ovene te alononts glia tee haces ot a 

Marquette Co., Wisconsin ond neox Des Plains, Tilinois just to mention thoe?fairly 
a ee Other aveas ore widely distributed in the Mississippi =| 
Valley. nature of the disturbance in Little Mimostone whieh I saw when the 
oad was froshly graded sugses® this kinda of strueture more than floes the drag 
along the Keweenaw Fault. fae 

3 Se ey the eats nn Ge nee ce eee ce 
sedinonts tho hypothesis that the Jagobsville is Lever or Conbrian 
we have to assume earth movement along the foults disturbing the pro-sandst-ns 
surface to produce this wiley. The pebbles of tho dacobsville suggest that tho 

- Valley was bordered with mountains, Such « conelusion would fit with the demonstrated 
- apidity of Jagobsvilie tine. ; f 

s A third problem affect} my conclusions of 1910-1912, Are the stryt,; at the ; 
bottoms of tho three sections, St, Lowis Rivor, Mid@le River and Fish Creal, * 

= veally Oronto (Irefde) gediments? Hamblin asigns the te beds of 
Well Ravine on Keweenaw conta see Coulda $A be that ‘the conglomerates : 
of 8t, Jouis River and Mish also ? It mst be realizod that the strata 

_ @ep8sited in intermontane valleys vary laterally and that thore is a big gap — 
between the youngest beds on Monty Rivor and the eldest kmowm Jayfield gandstone, 

_ There are no fossils and correlation mist rest on lithology plus strusture., . 
The feat that ve aosepted the anreelation is stting ovitance of 1athoinete \ 
similarity with the Orento group. The structuro on Msh Oreck and the presence of 
vartiesl Oronto beds a short distance to the southwest also supperté the older. : 
correlation. ‘Tho lowost strata on Middle Rivor are shales ndt wilike the : . 

~ Qyonto (lreda). Respite the unexposed gaps in all sections 

Ste Jake Lada SH amgaIe te Tames rror. Tp te pe 
: < Rr 7, Towaidtes eg x \ i {ss eee 

: : iit : ea 
17 Noverber, 1958 ees aie ee



Soc Kk weaterats Foot Gubk wingion ca caue ood ee dee AedOe. 

wo eR oes Gels Tse oni tdesgs pts free: SS ace SUN Spc Bs Yee + Leys & 

cocue £ ol % whieh be thank you-£or your, reply ‘tothe copy of the Lotter to 
_. keverett whieh Zao you recently. From. tho fact that Ihave spark some time 

in tho Kieapoo cowrbry I verturo jo ansvor some of your questionds .. 

ooo) loll reqme-agdt Le da abeoluichy bmosadble to agcemt for any marked 

With high ridges ag denoustruted by the-wumuels on the Norilnvestorn Railway 

wallLoy where cthey-cnce. surveyed for.en iuterurbens  Thig makes it 

cath tog ied preghenay Seteieans Waetner the caitiiion f cree or greweh: al: e the. @f the. 

“So BGs Let Sigetna Gaestse"u oly be ejeattee erie paar (ee ‘3 % ci 8. Can: i : POR OW. 
looks ag ig then the river must have been —— but Ido not like to deside 
definitely on the couse of drainage changes that aro so old, 

a ope Riad erence ye rg fact thet it - 
poculiar $o° ihe Least, obhab: the. ridge west of the Kicapao ones 
trosbrigge we Wrkdge th fads between two vuestas and demonstrate reality 
of the 2 whould have been preserved so near to two lerge 
siveams, Such features should normally be fer from main drainage Lines, 

another matéor is the disregard of rock structure shown by the Misa~ 
desdppi on She wost side of Wisconsings There ure several anguler overlaps 
ain the Paleosole, espetiaily between the St. Peter and the Magnesion, at the 
base of the Rickuond, at the base of the Niagara, and at the base of the 
Devonion, Ii we id restored tue top of tho Dovoniun we would unquestionably 
~ a quite different plebure of rock structure from that now obbained from 
ar lower horizeas, I have often thought that the Misslosippi is a subsequent 

; strem devloped on the Ri¢huond outerop at some remote time. 

! With regard to the outliers of Paleozoics on the Superior Highland 
| thoir searcity on maps is not real, Wot of no aroe Aa. 90 tnekly govered 

with drift thet ij is only in the pre-Wisconsin end doubléfully Driftless 
any agg Wisconsin Rapids thet nt ot aaa we 

Bven recent grading on Highway 13 this deuonstrated thet 
Webbe hak nistaben old weathered drift for residuel soil from pro-Gaubrien 
and that there is so wuch sandstone uorth of the accepted boundary that I 
found it hard to show my en on peneplain surface. Well drillers 
find patches of sandstone far $0 the north and I have seen much sandstone 
float near Wausaw, 

i might add that the rock surface of the pre-Cambrian docs flatten



2 

north of Merrill. South of there the slope down under the Cambrian 
which was deseribed by Weidman so = o seems to be clear, North of there, 
the approximate border of the Wisco: Brits, our ae of rock jopagraphy 
is very ssent but there may be a plain at roughly 1600 fost elevation, If one 
wante to extend this outh to touch the Baraboo Upland end some of the cucsta 
tops it would look possible but would be far from provéd. For ono thing, it 
would bo hard to see why Baraboo quartzite was seledted for complote plamtion 
while many hills of weaker rock like the gabbro hills of the Gogebic: 
survived. Z% has always seemed to mo, as it did to Martin, that slight 

warping would oxplein the facts in a simpler way. I have always felt that 
the Paleozoic outiers at Limestone Mountain, Michigan heve never been consi ered 
adequately when dincussing the peneplain question, This also raises the 

: old ‘question of the age of the Lake Superior sandstones on which I starbed 
oe work 22 years ago and théi vas ucyar-ellewsd 46 finish in eljier Mamesota 

or Michigan. pO OES Sak a tenses SOLS caw 3 

- was teid off frou further work in western Wisconsin bocense 
~ “Geonhotel- and Xdid not agree with Wiriuh’on sirasigragly Wut now that he 

~~ has “Neva retired: the matter of the old report on the aes 

_ ‘when, (‘or if, ia view of the well-knowm Depression) field work te resumed 
“for vovision in the light-of 1939°( or 199?) soienoe tho Kicapoo problea 

‘Wall hove further attentions Moantine; I am glad‘that<the discussion was 
_ ‘Bbarted aid hope-to hear: fram you ageing’ I regres that the present 

: ~  gondtilons ake’ $t°in advigable to r= the Gookogical Society meetings this 
~~" year-or we might el} heve a chance to aruge over these and other aabtors, 

* we ® Very truly yours, - “ee ORS ak yh 

Stee . aaah PR. T. Thwaites, Lociurer dn Goology. ois 

4



e December 2, 1952 5 

To Mesirs Let th, Leverett, Thwaites and Trowbridge ' 

pak Weisigag 8 ee a as ee 
_ Des Leverett ims sent me @ copy of his letter or © : 

November 30 and i have in hand copies of the replies = ~ 
from Professors Leith and Thwaites to Dr, Leverett, < 
courteously “forwarded for my reading.” a ats ~ ak 

The cortespondence was precipitated by a casual =» 
expression on my part of certain doubts regarding the ~~ 
identity of the surfaces developed on the grystallines ~ 
in north-central Wisconsin and the undoubted pre-Pots-°. 
dem peneplane super anise gediments in southern 
Wiseonsin, “Where the fundamental complex hag been — « 
peneplaned, buried by sediments, the mass slightly  — tilted, and the whole bevelled a segond time by penes 
planation, the discrimination of the ancient and the ~~ 
recent peneplane, intersecting at a slight angle, is 
necessarily a delicate matter, The problem is essen- 
tially this: Are the conditions as represented in °° + 

‘Figure I or es represented in Pigure 2.00 7 : 

; pa be Heine oe a 2 " : iy Be ecchagk peperinae: 

Bangumrtion: manager oo Teed gare SS | 

Pepa Fore peep, RON BR ey is 
pee ; ried Figure We 4 Pe a2 : 

s Ns ome 5 z Read 5 PRE Ha a 

Pre-Cambrian peneplane. Se Pre-Cambrian peneplanc, exhumed 
buried iy Vise ee ae 

Figure 2. .



: Messrs Leith, Leverett, Thwaites, and Trowbridge i 2 , 

I have no personal knowledge of the region in 
question and henee no valid opinion as to what the 
correct answer may be. I have long hesitated to 
accept the theory that the yemer eee of north-central. ; 
Wisconsin is a stripped pre-Cembrian surface, the 

‘ hesitation being based merely on these general cone 
siderations: (a) The frequency with whieh peneplanes — 
of widely different dates, interseoting ot a very faint 

. angle, hove been mistakenly assigned to the same age in. 
the past, The ecnfusion of the Fall Zone pe: sniane with 
Re Poeupes ates an poem but there oe co oO a 

5 Thevrela’ ~Seareity of patehes. of Cambrian and 
Leter sediments over the area Teliered. to represent the 
stripped, prewCambrian surface, (co). eae Were yeaa ; 
from the geologic maps,which ~ have never ver. Hen: = 
the field or on the tovogeraphie maps,that the descent 
of the pree Cambrian, eurface where exposed by stream 
trenching through the sediments 16.somewhat steeper .__. 
then, the average inclination of the surface north of 
the _setiaeniate arent: i¢ should be understood that _ 

seas sae mee Ly Letts the anni pes ey cancion: - 
qs 3 8 © ine ms re eee a i@ theor (OF 8. g is tery pa os HIS RRP PR RADE See 

‘bility of the alternative interpretation dees not seem 
to me tq have been Gefinitely exoluded, — SS aise ee 

The pattern ee tas daklignaees ie olearly to indicate 
that it was carved ty a atream of much larger volume then 
that now oocupying the valley floor. The yalley curves . 
and eurved scarps seem to me to be Feal meander ourves =. 
and meander, searps of ttern impossible of. re 
by the present ptrexs Waieh has extremely smell meander - 
pattern appropriate tc i ome l voRanae: Again Ihave’ 

yne ners ei 4 of -the-drainage his tory of the-area ena. 
ean only surmise that’ something must have happened to —- 
account for the "misfit character” of the Kickapoo.) -" 
If there has never been a change,in;volume in this stream, 
it certainly deserves intensive study in order to correct | 
ourrent accepted views regarding misfit streams. = 

Mg _. “@ordially yours, Soo a ey 

Lancad i oF bebe (nt ee PPS oe ey / = Lortirr foe ie 

gles Johnson



¥ = eS ; 5 Z : BPS RS 

: 41 N. Roby en 
Fe 

xe f 
29th Sept., 1960 — ss 

Dr. P. F. Ocking,- * , s : 
é 6946 Forest lene : ee Z , 

‘Dallas 30, Texas \ S 

Decw Phils : : ay : 

I'm afveaid I waited a long time te roply to your telephone call. 
Bagge A neryltigmctelie Rage tiered Guattlenype «ha B uetrepage og 

8 prevented my answering for several weeks, Bill had bought a mi 
which he hoped would be wonderful. ‘Then he had tc fly out to de in time. a 

: for the school he is teaching at Monterey Leaving Garo to go out with us. : 
ot cae or eee ae cok ee nt ee ees 

: We found 4% hara riding. You cant stretch your legs in it . ‘hen Sarol 
wears 2 skirt she hes to be pushed in, hen you set out. you wonder when you | 

- will ot length touch the ground! But as for speed! wel) 300 miles is about ae 
s tops for & long day. On grades you creep alower than the semis. On level a 

ground you. may veach 45, It took 8 days from Milwaukee to Monterey and ; re 
used almost exactly 100 gelions of gas. Compare this with the use by a Buick : 
and you. will soon see that we spent more nichts on the road with hence more 
for room and meals. Which was really more sconomical? ‘Then you have te shout 
from back seet to front seat and vice versa for there is no sound deadening, (ae 

! This matter of enclosed sound help up closed ears for some years, by the way = 
: Tou lofgse a lot of the interior space by reason of enginé, transmission, and 

ges tank. It is not a large as it looks from the outside, One micht mention 
: the dancer of @ gust of wind tipping 4t which hippened at Arena with fatal 

Yegults to the driver, Well, we spent six days at|lmterey when we sot there 
and flew back by Jet. However, I caught cold and wes laid up several days, : 
So, thath that, I only got to your letter this morning. 

I took tho drawing to Randy Sgie, the U. “, draftsman for gooszravhy and. : 
other departments. He did not, think mine fwas s0 bad counting tho proposed 
reduction in size, If I dont @omand a timo limit he will do a bit ata tine - 

and not change Zor the job, 1 thought this waa debtor zor he could ack 
questions $f any avise, I will take him the original tracing soon,’ Isenta 
sory to Cohee with favorable comment. I also cave a copy to Lee Molt of the 3 
Ground Water Seetion in Seience Hell.but he was hunting and hence have no 

‘ somment, Wow school ig on I-should send the Icst print te at 
Kensas. “hoe manuserip(meeds retyping ond as my work has a v2 

| have to ees oe oe te She is busy tutoring Bob "Medea. rr 
/ we can get a studen to do this,then hor work should de faster at least I : 
pk a bs wah oe lag Bob got dropped from Plattevilizbeeause he - 

a not ain higher than a © ond « 6 averege is required. He should finish é 
veth algebra and trig before reentering but I cakt see how he could get VAG 

: es one ae ee hates math, He likes geography.gpd history 
: _ $0 does well fn thesd. He aid not get along well in geology strange to say. 

. I hope you are better nov, Ana that business 4s better. “Eth best 
regards to both of you, I am * 3 ok : 

: : Sincerely yours, Lasse a 

% : Zea : ; i \ 

: { =. \ ase z 
: ‘i | Eo aN 

: = : = : SS f 3 S { é



orp IN REPLY REFER TO: 

x 

KES TZN 

| eae 3) UNITED STATES 
VA ee) DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
vd GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ae WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 

September 13, 1960 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
4) North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

It was indeed a pleasure to hear from you again and to know that 
you are still active in geologic investigations. 

It was a pleasure to get to talk with Philip Oetking of Dallas 
regarding the stratigraphic problems in the northern peninsula 
of Michigan. In that connection, I am especially happy to have 
your very fine cross section from Wisconsin into the northern 
peninsula showing the correlation of the Cambrian and 

Ordovician rocks. The conclusions that I arrived at following 
my subsurface studies in that area are in agreement with the 
correlations shown on your cross section. It is true that 
there are facies changes in these rocks, but nevertheless there 
are certain diagnostic characteristics that carry through from 
Wisconsin into the northern peninsula by which such correlations 
can be made. 

Thank you very much for the copy of the cross section for my 
reference files. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Aeoge O- Crh 

: George V. Cohee 
Chairman 
Geologic Names Committee
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STANLEY A. CAIN Xtvrson» oe 
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BALOWIN: LANDS 

GEORGE A. GRIFFITH DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION are ante ANG eae 
CLARENCE J. MESSNER LANSING 26 L. N. JONES 

GROSSE POINTE’ GERALD E. EDDY, oirector FIELD OPERATIONS 
aeaheea GAYLORD A. WALKER, cHIEF DEPUTY DIRECTOR JUSTIN W. LEONARD. 

ASSISTANT DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
CLIFFORD KETCHAM é RESEARCH SECRETARY 

August 12, 1960 A Se aes ae 
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites : 
41 North Roby Road : 
Madison 5, Wisconsin : 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

. Thank you kindly for all the help you have given us on the Cambrian — 
Lower Ordovician section in the Northern Peninsula. Your recent letter and 
cross section illustrating the stratigraphic sequence of these rocks is most 
helpful. 2 

Your viewpoint on the correlation and age of these rock units seems more 
reasonable than that proposed by Dr. Hamblin. It appears to resolve the cor- 3 
relation of these units as we understand them in the subsurface of the Michigan 

Basin interior, to the outcrops in Northern Michigan and Wisconsim 

The Committee examined an oil well core which was continuous from Black 
River through the Ghenwood and into the Oneota section of the Prairie du Chien 
Group. The core was taken from a well dr¥lled in the southern part of the : 
Southern Peninsula. It was compared directly with a core of the same section : 
in the Northern Peninsula. Lithologically and in stratigraphic position, the 
two cores compare very well. ™ : 

We suspect that an error has been made in age assignment, but since a 
question has been raised as to the age of some of the rocks at AuTrain Falls, 

we will need more paleontological data to help settle the question. 

Thank you again for your help and interest in this problem, If there ; 

are any favors we can do for you, we will be happy to oblige. 

Sincerely yours, 

; GEOLOGIC NAMES COMMITTEE 

Michigan Geological Survey : 
i Joy 2 F 

, Garland D. Ells 
Chairman ; 

GDE/db



‘ Dallas 60 Texas . : : q 

: My tong last das to my poor ceyesight I eve a ye 
bineprint for you of uy reviced seftion from to : 

; ‘ ‘Hines Gagtie, I used Heablins section Th eaten wee 
foe most of the Michigan portion. 16 ceo not yun gn a stx4) 

5 _ Aine eo distorts arewkng considerably, aoe 2S ee 

: I hve shoun the bagel Platteville at tho top of both ae 
mirein Pilla end Minors Gactla, % divided the Bulls 

oe = seftion into two parte, oe 
= a a ee ee 8 eee 

; overlap wie discovered by pod show in one of his 
charts, i alse ineluded Grand Island in the section, 

Another overlap ic thu5 at the bottem ef the Upper an ; 
s Gevbrian, This outs the Jatobsville but hoy midh older 

the red Deis are ds uncertain, : 

~ What de you think about complobing the paper = 
: publishing it? tetera 
foes Sie ee ee Seatet Se tax Sheen Ay 

one wili appear 962. : eS z 

~ ith Best reg we to both of you and hope thet your‘ 
: ins better, Iam - es 

Se Sincerely yours, =



ikea ee ; : — 

Dear Dr, ist ae eee : 

= Ag promigad in uine of 27th June I am enclosing 
® strat grephie correcation section®edrawn frim that prepared by ae 

> Oeking and myself some years ago, : 

3 This shove that there 4s a majer overiap at the Sop of j 
the St, Pater ac was distovernd. by Ccheo about the tine of : 

~ the war, 6 is focstis from tho base of She everlap tht 
were found a$ Miners ¢_stle and jufrain Felis, ne latter — : 

were just frcgmenta none cf then identifiable. I have 
re te ed a a ee ; $ 

ie lower gisuconitic part I put in the Fy neonia and the 2 
=e upperpert in the frevpealeav, Fence I de not think that the : i 

: é fosstia affect the sarrclation of a er eat amount of atrata, : 
y _ My seotion nokes the shenienod Shen Gunction quarry basal 2 : 

res ; fhe xesent gator over As thet at the bottom of the 2 

‘Sandstone is Glearly older that this overlap but how mich __ eee 
3 olier is by no means Gleay, Allmost ali of the section besides our é 

; Se - ous owa work is based on Hambling seetion with modtfiestions 

‘ “adit at saat eae eee eS 2 : a ‘answer = a we 
_ drafting avo due to ny poor ayesight. oS 

eon ae : ‘45 ea 

‘ 2 se é e Bee



f 2 e 8th Aug., 1960. € 

Dy, A. B, Slaughter, . / 
Miehigan Geological survey 5 
203 state Offide Bligsas ; 

- pear 4s, Slaughter: z 
\ Bnelosed please find blueprint of @ corre) ion sectio - 

ion sevtionfres the deep of) test neq sheboygan te Miners A 
Gastle east of Munising, This ia hesed on eur well yvecords ; : 

. - plus date from Homblins resent sestion. %4 shows my 
tentative version of the Gladstone city yell. I heve : 

: dirAded the ‘m Tein Malls section into tvo parts, The lowe 
eee? Ee F oes te Senet Desens oat ee ee Sy . 

ane ae, The root: with abundant 
3 3 at the vory too I suggest may be part of the : 
 -‘Platseville-Biack Mvex over'lep which wes deseribed by Coher : 2 
gone years ago in his series of cherte,. I think the ; 
fossils from Ineve Castle belong in the came horizon, ' 

: f suggest th.t the Bhen’ Jumetion quarzy is basal Prairie 
t 4a. Chienalthongh there fs so little exposed that field : 

: data were inconclusive, 2 es ae ee 

- t think this section shows ae Sigs alah Se not = 
a sieved for publisstion for most of @ in Michigan have aoa ; 

‘boon publighed in abbyevicted form o in detail by me, : 
ms T dia not use of you iron ore tests becwuse thay were 2 i : nob lossted Sighhs = | 

Another major overlap is 26 the Dass of the Upper Cambrd 5 
2 ont a @leayly above ths Sascbeville How much older that : 5 - 

: I formation may be is stil a prwbles. - es 

= 3 

: S ; ide s
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en ee = i - ‘Madison 5, Wie. — i 

De, Philip Oetitag eee eee 
_ 6946 Forest Zane,” eo ‘ : 2 ee 

Talias 30, Texas ; : 2 me ee 

ee ae aS ee 
fase (Moy I vealized thes you might not be sbly to opiy to uy otter vary : 

. Quickly although had na idea of your accident. We era b vory sorry tovheay 
of it and of the poo# business of 1960, Not having a chance to read the ofl ~~ 3 

: Papers any more I hed no idea of why that is, oe as 

~~ Ming thanles for the section{ I want to vedumv it for publication 4” 
: peesibiy ghanging to true elevations rethor thin the straight lfnc for the aS 

: ‘base of the Platteville, I do nob think we did cam try that, = : 
Only one of the vell on by the Michigen Survey which now has an office in 

- Becanaba, by the way, fit into the section, he ddamond drill holes arg all- 
too far to the west and start in pre-Platteville formations, I may be eble to. 

is pe ‘some of them leaving the locations blenk for the rcocords are confidential, 2 
: : struck iron formation, either, Ths gep is not as long as T reaalled, at ut. 

5 _» the real, uncertainty is the position of the base of the Platteville, : : ‘ 

ao Nop I never had a aet of prints of your arewings, ‘ee 

- Where do you think the papor’ On the Ike Superier sandstone problem couldbe =~ = 
oe Ye talked once of the A. 4, P. G, Bulletin and &f you =re a mouber a 
hat would be a good pioge met with nothing but hard luek in cithey 6. 3. A. a5 

. on Journal of Geology. Uf course Alarich?s dislilce of all the people 5% a4 
Wisconsin could heve been the tvowble there .T hey vont take hin back as ~ : =e 

«© State Geologist to finish his Keweenawin yepoft. at “nicago one is not 4 member — 
of the elect if not a graduate of Chicago, 1 turned in both Ceoere to the ce 

= ‘Wigeonsin Academy whielbas-a-Seeterin etemi=tter., The trouble was my | 
typing has deteriorated and Amy had trouble with her eyes and could not type) 
9% that tine, ‘Two cataract operations Ginge have ewred thet difficulty. eg 

: Ye ave Just back rom a-trip on the tarapikes to a fanily reunion at Sok = 
eZ Forest, Ponnsylvenia. 2-Gabin whih my Shae there was a bit erade and 

——o oe brtable 60 we did not stay long. ‘Land 5413 stayod only two nights = 
i | ee ow near New YOrk for the sumer, a we will have to drive Gaol back 

. % the of August as bEiL wil hove fo to-cet to this'new job in : 
| ‘Monterey. Tom is ab “tate GollegePa, ob got Gropved fron Platteville. We think : 

oe he just went stale when ve thought he asing better, His grades the past - 
ge year vere rotten. Now he is home end leaking __ a (ov. He has never learned to 3 

7S) > peally-study hard, . As for ae ae “nglish, well, I always hated the latter but cs 
Go - did well dn the first. Fob cant stand either. : : ee Bee 

Bee We had a tables tire blow ovt on the wey hone but got etropped. all pight. ee 
: Wart 4% two wheel brake ears tht had trouble when ® tire blew? : ee 

x : é , ait 

aoe I still have sone jpapers to (finish but the geomorghology book has been 
abandoned because ~_ opposition of oldetine disdples of Devis and Johnson, s 

Many teachers just accept a new idea. “Jake Superior is the deepest lake in SS 
. the worla™ becouse I alveys taught that it is, one principal told ne. See ms 

: My eyes ere bad but the doctor thinks are improing. They tell me thet the 
z _. 16 years of-high blood pressure ( eavge unimown) have loft & mark on my hoart aS 

so I have %6 avoid steep hilis and stairs as far as possible, Otherwise Tam 
: not so bed as I might be for going on 77 Sess Bx ses : ae 

2 es Mth Dest Feg-rds tobeth of you,
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Eee June 23, 1960 er, 
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
41 N. Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

The Geologic Names Committee of the Michigan Geological Survey 
has been reviewing the Nomenclature and age correlation of the Cambrian 
and Lower Ordovician rocks of the Northern Peninsula of Michigan. We 
have run into difficulty regarding the recent (1958) assignment of pre- 
viously mapped Trempealeau and Prairie du Chien rocks to the basal part 
of the Black River formation of Middle Ordovician age. Because you have 

done much work on these rocks in Wisconsin and Michigan, we value your 

opinion and would like to obtain your present opinion on the age and 
correlation of the Ordovician strata, especially in the AuTrain Falls 
region of the Northern Peninsula of Michigan. 

Our problem stems from the work done by William Kenneth Hamblin as 
part of his doctoral dissertation. This work was published by the 
Michigan Survey as Publication 51, "Cambrian Sandstones of Northern 
Michigan", 1958. If you do not have this publication or have not read 

: it, I shall be glad to send you a copy. 

The difficulty is this: Dr. Hamblin has assigned the rocks pre- 

viously called Trempealeau and Prairie du Chien in the AuTrain Falls 
region to lower Black River formation. This was done on basis of 
fossil evidence which we think, because of the type and preservation, 
is not sufficient. Further, we cannot reconcile this new age assign- 
ment with the subsurface equivalent in the basis proper. 

I realize that I have been rather brief in explaining the dif- 
ficulties arising from the work done by Dr. Hamblin, but we are assum- 
ing you are familiar with his work, 

The Committee would like to know whether or not you still regard 
Cambrian Trempealeau and Lower Ordovician Prairie du Chien rocks as 
being present at the outcrop at AuTrain Falls, Michigan and elsewhere 
in the Northern Peninsula of Michigan.
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We will greatly appreciate your comments and present thoughts ae ; 
regarding the above rock strata. aa 
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i TELEPHONE EM 8-2155 

PHILIP F. OETKING 

CONSULTING GEOLOGIST 

6946 FOREST LANE 

DALLAS 30, TEXAS 

June 20 1960 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites 
Consulting Geologist 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I suppose you figured you got the same response 
from me as you did from the Michigan Geological Survey, 
but let me assure you it was anything but intentional. 
When your very welcomed letter arrived I was on tour 
trying to find some geological work. Before I could 
answer your letter I found myself in the hospital with 
a broken leg. I just arrived home from the Fort Worth 
Hospital yesterday after a ten day spell. It was a 
combination of errors that caused the accident following 
and afternoon of sailing. The car which was pulling the 
boat and trailer out of the water had brake failure ran 
into the lake and into me at the same time. I was very 
fortunate and although I could certainly do without my 
leg in a full cast6( for 4 months) it could have been far 
worse. Clare was unable to locate the section you wanted 
from my files but now have it and it is enclosed. i 

( 
I was under the émpression that you had a complete set of 
olates but if you don t I would be very happy to run off 
a full sét for you. You mentioned in your letter that 
you had only one consulting job this year. In this part 
of the oil conntry you would be considered one of the very 
very fortunate. Geology in the 011 business is at the low- 
est aha most of the consultants are having to take other 
types of work. I Don't know when it will improve either- 
many fe@l it will be a few years. Company men with long 
standing also have lost jobs. 

Your family is well scattered out and I'm sure after knwwing 
Bill and Tom that two excellent teachers are in the makéng. 

Clare and I send our best regards 
to you and Mrss Thwaites 

Sincerely yours, 

Dh 2
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June 1, 1960 INFORMATION AND EDUCATION 

203 State Office Bldg, : 
Escanaba, Michigan 

Dr. F. T,. Thwaites, Geologist 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

I regret the delay in replying to your inquiry of May 19th. -I have been out 
of the office much of the time during the past two weeks, part of which time was 
spent on the Michigan Basin Geological Society field excursion in Wisconsin, 

Enclosed are several well records which are believed to be pertinent to your 
area of interest. Only the water well log of the City of Gladstone is clear for 
publication, The other records, those of cores made by the Hanna Company and 
Inland Steel, in Dickinson and Menominee Counties, although compiled by the 
Michigan Geological Survey, have not been cleared for publication. Please honor 
this reservation, If you desire to publish these logs, direct your request to 
us, and we will contact the companies concerned, 

The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company did core several holes in northern Delta 
County in the vicinity of Rock and Osier and also near Trenary in Alger County. 
Two or three of the cores were Chipped for samples, but the logs have not been 
written, 

Of particular interest to you may be the core we have stored here at 
Escanaba. We have the complete rock record of the Paleozoics from a hole near 

Cornell and also from a hole near Brampton, both in Delta County. These are 
good cores from location 3$ to 4 miles apart. Both should start around the 
base of the Trenton - top of Black River. Unfortunately we have not been able 
to log either of the cores as yet. They are available for your inspection at ; 
any time, 

Yours very truly, 

laf ia 
Arthur E, Slaughter 
Geologist 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 

AES: gb 
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as : ie 19th May, 1960 : Ses 

ae Mighicsn Geologies) Survey : ae a 

Attention A, Selughter ; : ae 

Dear Sixt S : i = 

I have worked on the problem of the oge of the 
Lake Superior ved sandstones ever since 1910 and had ae 

s Dr. Philip Ootking do bis PhD thesia on then, at the = is 
suggestion of Iv, Manblin whe also worked on the cane : Seok 
problem I au writing you ta find if you cen supply any 

N ‘subsurface data to'aomplete a eross section from : : 
Wiseonsia north to AuTrain Malla. ‘fe had a big gap 

© fron Yells, Wichican north to the Malis, or, Hamblin | 
= : tells me. thet Cleveland Cliffs a44 some deep @lamond 

dviliing on the east extension of some 6f the moner iron g 
renges which ought to help on this problem. Oovld you : 

: please aevd mo logs of any of these holes which are deen enough t ‘ 
E t onouch t o help. ‘Since we ate not intérestad fn the zs 

: Procanbrian 42 the sind of rock is confidential thot te : 
/ ye be omitted, Yo ore interested only in the e =e os 

. . Paleosoi¢ where some formations appear to pinch out : : 
T have done much woric on the Paleozoic of the Ferthern oe 
Peninsula for “ecensin cantractors gent me s- ‘ ee: 

: . from deep wells thore which they drilied. I ‘ 
publish a paper onthe preblen I Mepe along vith 

aS Dr. Oetking, : é Ges ore. 

Sincerely yours, ae 

ee eal 
i oe : 

ie i 5 : 

. ie x Z . :
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Z 3 19th Nay, 1960 . a = 
be. P. F, Ootking, ee eee S oe 

é : _ ' 6046 Forest Lane, : ; 
Q ae Tellas s, Texas : ~eS = g 

. ss \ 

: Nmelosed is coy of another latter to the Be Tae 
: Michigan Geologieal Survey trying to get in“ormetion about , 

: the diamond friliing through the Paleozoic of nertharn : 
a Michiga to use in fixing up your crose section showing the ; 

: - Paleogote overlaps. 1 never sot any reply from Jansing. ae 

ae GonlA you kindly send re a yrint of this section nich . oe 
I will work over when or if T sat the veqnired data. . 

5 : Things are now quiet here. Bob ig stili at Fistievilie ee , 
Z _for he just wont wort ox subjnate he doos not like, om ds ; 

: . (at State Colleges Pa., toca hing atomic physics, 5211 gota : 5 
: n California teachors cear$ifieste from gan Jose State and b 2 = 
= a job for the next year at Konterey, Califomais. Ton hag — 

: “$30 ehilidren, a girl end bey, Ye hoped to have Heb ari : : : 
us down there soon on the turnpilkes but the only tine we 1 go : 

: go is just when they sre moving to a new spartment so tha, - 
= off I feel fairly well out the dectop anya that tha 165 yea. =~ 

of high bieod pressure has left its nazk on my heart, I fs 
: = no distress axcopt getting out of breast more than I used to, : : 

‘ ay ~ ZT had one consulting job this spring. Ses = 

Ve have had exeessive Pain this Nay, an’ ite.at it agad . : 
: fgyners cant works in the ficlds or stesk use the pastures SS 

ae es _ ‘Deeause it is 30 wot, : : a : 
3 with best regards, sincerely yours, age / Se 

* z i és: -
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Dear Prot. Hontldne ‘ = oe 

; aes as % hope you will forgive me for boing so slow = = 

BS ‘Slow in answering your nice Letter of Hib, 19, . buts well ~  y 
oa I fivst didnt have enough te do to spur me to got at it, and ea 

oe 2 _ > then I got o Gensulting job which has kept mo basy for : 4 
oe : several wocks, Thin was followed by a bad Gold or fin ; fee : 

- ge: whieh has pravettted any work cb 213 for wver a week, 5 se 

é e . Lwhll have te commuifeate with Mal2 a So 
a5 ". S6rget 4 copy of-his cross section to vork on. | a : ee Sao 

oot eens . p¥eblen is thet we-cowld not find the Frairde. du Chisn cae pee 
eras ,»  0F Hernansviile ca it ig often called, I traced thie . = ° ~ Fe Pee ee 
a -  fownntion to Glndstome”or Zgeanabe, I dont reeali— : Le 
* ... which bub we lost 1% to the’nerth, “he sections you . ~ aa eee 
See sent deal only wish elder formation so de not help _ er by ee eee 
wee af 9 Much in thig probien. I am inclined to think that this =. — : ace 

eS: . formation is.cut oui by the overlay at the bys¢ OF -the Copa ore 
—— Platteville. I lave no adequate mapa at fome.and fe Z eee 

2 Z : ~ \hense i have let things siide but <3 soon as the. eS ; FR ue 
Re t eonsnlting Job on water supply is cone f will get abs it : : oe 

é = a ; Paget Sincerely youra, : a Set Pe 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

LAWRENCE 

February 19, 1960 

Professor F, T. Thwaits 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaits: 

Several of the Iron Companies in Northern Michigan were actively 
engaged in exploratory drilling east of the Precambrian exposures when 
I was working on my thesis in 1957, The Michigan Geological Survey 
obtained several cores that I studied and used in my work. A good number 
of cores were saved and stored by the companies, but I did not have enough 
time to examine them. Mr. Robert Riedel of the Cleavland Cliffs in 
Ishpeming was in charge of the drilling at the time. He would be able 
to give you drillers logs of all the holes and would probably have a 
number of cores that you could study if you wanted to make the trip. 
Mr. A. Slaughter of the Michigan Geological Survey at Escanaba could 
help you out a great deal also, His address is Michigan Geological 
Survey, Escanaba Michigan. He is up to date on all of the work in the 

Northern Penensula. 

I found out about the drilling during the later phase of my 
study and was unable to utilize the vast amount of stratigraphic infor- 
mation that could be gained by detailed studies of the cores. It made 
me sick. I therefore had to simply pick tops of lithic units and did 
not have time to make a detailed description of the Paleozoic rocks above 
the Cambrian. If my data would be of use to you I would be most happy 

to send it. I have laways regretted that time did not permit detailed 
logging of the limestones above the Cambrian. I'm sure many stratigraphic 
problems could have been cleared up by such a study and I am quite con- 
fident that the cores, or at least some of them are still available at 
the Iron Companies. 

I will be looking forward to reading your paper. The problems 
of the Keweenawan-Paleozoics of the Lake Superior area are extreamly 
facinating. I have extended my work into Wis. and Minn. concentrating 
on cross-bedding directions and regional paleogeographic evolution of 
the region. I submitted the paper I presented at the last 6.S.A. 
Meeting for publication sometime last May. It has been through the 
crities but I haven't any idea when it will be out. Enclosed are two 
figures of the paper. One is an idealized section showing the relations



Professor F, T. Thwaits February 19, 1960 -2- 

of the Munising and the St. Croixan of Wis. and Minn. The other shows 
data refuting Driscoll's ideas that the Munising is equivalent to both 
the Franconian and Jordan. 

I would like to see the Keweenawan rocks of Canada some day 
but lack the necessary funds at present. 

It was good to hear from you again, I would appreciate a reprint 

fo any of your work. 

Best regards, 

W. Kenneth Hamblin 
Assistant Professor 

WH: jz
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: Dallas 30 Texas : ee ae 
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then et St. Zouis to attend tho G, 3 A » necking 3 
I met De, Ws. Ke Hamblin who is now at U. of Kansas, lawit < 5 
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f soyy of his tépty® on She venistotes af northern Mishige/./ 2 
I have not read every word yet but have read the essent ° 1 
I hed him mail me another copy to me to forward to you ; = 

> ve did not have your address at that time and place. ; == 
Riis oans today is 4s nov doing fervartd to you atong (2<T})45 
some Pemarics herewith enclosed a copy of whiéh is being 
him, I wili be giad to havo your comments when you hayd 

; read this report. is 

With best regards to Clare and you, ae 

: ; : : Sincerely yours, 
; - \ 

| ;



5 17 Nov., 1958 Sa = 

ne - Dr. W. K. Hamblin, ae 
i Dept of Gooleey, - 

University of Kansas, ee 
Lawrence, Xensas : 5 3 

Dear pe, Hanblins ee ae 

' he copy of your report on sandstones of 
northorn Michigan come today and is boing forwarded to : 
tr. Pe Fe Ooticing, 6946 Forest Tene; Inllas 30, Texas. Z 

: My copy was awaiting me at the State Survey office when I went down 
went down there a few days ago. I have read moh of it ; . 
although not all, Jneloged is a carbon of comments 3 

mage seek te YORE Cota Than': for 
these copies which I 1 vane Magis. 

; In %o our work you ¢an realize that the bulk of ‘ 
es the ficla work was based on Munising an¢ visits to other “ ; 

: localities were brief, 

5 Sinceroly yours, : i 

~ . ~ e 

\ -
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Raha B09, Bares a oS 

eee ee Se _, Shank you for your reply of 24 optiand the Best 

; - . M&M wieh ¥ could hove bad nore time to examnine tho” 
Cas Gorse of the Stumgoon but wo had no wedneosts an@ had tO 

Clin’ oxi over eligpeny Pod lake clay so that ae ee 
é _-- Retreat was the better part of yiow, ‘ith Tabor se = a 

eas . @oming on ve bad to votum to “edioon abonca, Tootvongiy = = 

Complicated ty foulting. A detailed survey meh cg J 6nco made 
ti eos on Fish Gaol is Andde tod. aces ep 

‘ : ° — ye ese. oS Se, Ras : z ss = = se ge te ee = 

: At herder to got off on wasation, I may be abic to ee See 
* ; _ Someone to help but dont went to ge up theve before tha oe eee 

Ss = end of the nosguito scxgone Soph Sears <i Se ee 

: eae We bad a tough time fin.ncieliy thig ee Ton ee 
: wanted oy Gar for WS tpliced hin om of @ither a “sublet 

oo ar a Volrowicon, Thon wo painted tho hovge s Qlagt Wy 
5 hag had © eatame! opatetion, You sco then you price nee 
"G8 you cen see why they ao not soli very readily We Jasb 

; = | “RMA to got one ond eo ferTon hes upp bem able to payom the 
_- O14 ecu Gesanse ho ee we Permanent Job es yot. ~ SSA ae 

meee : a - oe ave going te St, Lovie to the 4 8; A jn November a 
i where I an slatcd te present a paper on poneplains. a 

; Sete eae Sincerely yours, / aS) e ee 

ee : i ee = es 5 
< ; * = f et F. a Re 

: Sep : : : : ee e28 bi oe 
- ee ; ages co a 

= : - : ‘ z eae ee Le 

Ba me SS aa = i SS Gee 
ce 2s ay Fs : asa es Ta a See eee Shee gees 
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Soc TELEPHONE EM 8-2155 

PHILIP F. OETKING 

CONSULTING GEOLOGIST 

6946 FOREST LANE 

DALLAS 30, TEXAS 

September 24,1958 

Mr. Fred T. Thwaites 
41 North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

It was a pleasure to receive your letter of the 
ninth, although I feel very discussed with myself for 
not having my part of the Lake Superior paper ready for * 
publication. 

Hamblin's report of the Jacobsville sandstone rest- 
ing unconformably on the trap should not be too startling. 
You anticipated this possibility in 1912 (page 84). I 
don't believe that a single outcrop in the vicinity of 
Silver Mountain need necessarily alter our views regarding 
age relations. The outcro certainly needs examining 
although along this aabastt ores. (during Jacobsville time) 
an angular relation between the trap and the sandstone 
could produce a dangerous regional connotation. If the 
conditions suggest a regional unconformity, then the 
question is--- which unconformity shows the greatest time 
interval. The one at the base of the Jacobsville or the 
erosional period at the top. I'm not sure the outcrop ‘ 
will have much bearing on the KeBweenawan problem. 

Attempting to keep the family feed during the first 
year as a consultant has really kept me hopping. Much 
of the time spent does not show a profit as you know. I 
do feel the most difficult road has been crossed and we 
haven't suffered. To make thing worse I am compiling 
a@ geological Highway map fortthe State of Texas. This 
map will be published in 16 colors and is to be ready for 
the Dallas meeting of the A.A.P.G. in March. Progress 
is being made and the end can be seen for the first time. 
Until this task is complete (deadline in two months), I'm 
not going to get a chance to do that which should have 
been years ago. 

As busy as I am, #Vve never enjoyed geology more. 
The rewrite is next in line following the Texas “ighway- 
Geological Map. Your kind offer of help will difinitely 
be needed. 

Clare and I send our best to you and to Mrs. Thwaites. 

Sincerely yours
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ee es er ee 

. : a © Sopts, 58 2a ee 
De, PRillty Ooticing, Be — = Pe 
6946 Torest tana, es 

: Dellas By, Toms Se ee Pe 

“he nattor of your z on & ake Superior is wp ie She ao 
agein, tn 856 I met ons Ratlan fos the U, ox ti, 2% ee 

: Winneapolis whe hat beon voworling your fiela, He : ee 
: ‘amnouneed thst that he had Gscovered thet the Jaeobsvilie is pes 

: soups on the trep, “ater he wead a paver ab the eS 
pas 6 Suyerioe Institure”, I think in yviieh he ammounced its Ga aes 

E Geabrian age. i have aot omit out ivf this ds fn print ee 
: ov if 4% ever will te tut a foy dnys ago wo mio a ae 

: vouormetganes to soo his leoaldty, 1% is a short distance aes 
southéast of Silver Meuntain fn a deep valley. . Rain cub eee: 

See short ouy vivit so thet more Pte is indiaated, <a 
3 YX found that an 1912 7 sada thi? ty “might yet be ae 

: '. - Sound"of thig phonomenon tut thet 4% would heave no sienkfieance eee 
‘ of) aga relations, only of averlay, ee 

: oie ( Hhot eve -your ixton$ions sboub ‘blishing? Can Z 2 : : = 
ahs yon how 2 ax rehipes and hove late oF Sita, Hy part of ie 
tho project 48 a1 done so yours is whet ig holding up : oe 

ae any attenpt at publication, i have Antroduced ay a ee ae 
eS papet.for St, Lowis but &¢ hag not yet boen ecdonted - OO ee 

Gould be tejectod again at ton hevoticns | : j : a 

: Vath best vegaria, I ai, Ae i % 

= Sy : s ae 

Be a



ee Saige : St wareh, 570 

' we. We Ke fiamblin, : 

Dent of Geology, ‘ 2 
; University of wichigan, : ‘ 

e ann Awbor, wWichigan f 

rear ur. Hemblins See 

: - hen you gatgreatly for yours of th? 26th : 
$o far as ~ know you heve made an original and highly 

- important dieeevery. T would like to know how te get to me 
this locality if Tf ean got uw there or set Phil ebicine to 
@0. Y% certainly shows that the gncobsville is much $ 
thimer than some suprosed. of course, If it is a basin 
filling 4% should lap unconfermably on the hicher varte of ; 

? the adjacent mountains as 1% does on the furenien schist 
3 at B8anse. f wonier if the weathering is pre-sendstone or s 

@ chemical alteration since? The so enlled wenthered 
zone on older Precambrian poses just this problem. : 

Thani you again, eo



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

' March 26, 1957 

F.T. Thwaites 
hl North Roby Road, 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am very sorry for this late reply to your letter of 

March 3, but I have been out of town quite a bit on job 
interviews and haven't had much time to co anything. 

The unconformable contact of the Jacobsville upon the 
middle Keweenawan trap rock was found in the Sturgeon River 

just below Sturgeon Falls which is a few miles south-west of 
Baraga. There appears to be a highly irregular surface cut 
into the trap rock together with a zone of weathering about 
10 feet thick. 

I am happy that Oetking is going to publish. He did 
i some fine work in the Munising area. 

: Best Regards, 

W.K. Hamblin 
Department of Geology 

University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan



. 3 Merch, 1957 ge 
ue. fon fanblin, : wees 
Rect of Geologrs st 

triversity o Michigan, Seen 
ana Avbow, wlehican 

Dear tr. Hanibliny : . 

. $ heve been neentne te eet fn tonh with 
ees you ever since ve met briefly th-% nicht fn winneanolfie. Y had : 

haé a meeting vith hil. cetting recently and we wears both 
puarled about rocr statment thet vou het fom) en wmeane 

‘ : formble sentagt gf the Jacabsville and the tym. 6 g : 
: @ovl4 not think of amy such contadt axcent alone a feult or 

wilor haevy fritic { wyvlé eveatiy ovrreelate it 47 you 
couk! expjein further for T never ran covers you agsin in, 

: : the Tere crow oresent., fT had to Tsar serie on the - 
thint day, Pphitts lest/word we thot ha wont? now just , 

S have togpt bis thesis veedy fox mublication. ae wondered 
if yoru had dene much work inland whore Irving eonetu ed 
thaws {a an unconformity. teter students though hfs 
sandstones 48 in part Lover Keweenmven, ‘ : Ss 

: Aaythine pon ean tell a5 will bs sreatiy enceesiated, 3 
ve {sited te sea ey exrosuras of san**tene near Silvey 
uourtain. 2 2 : 

: Sincerole youre, 

Ss



= 41 N. Roby Road, Medison 5, Wis 
“ 5 ? eter 14 Merch, 1958 

ef om oe) (ip i le ae 
pt bait y : 8 , ee Dr, HB. willman, De oe 1) 

yo ey gtate Geological Survey, f Ari a 
" atural Resources Bldg., 4 

ino fe . Sie Ree Rs Sani 
a Wizconsin Geological Survey 

ae Madison, Wisconsin 
pear Dr. Willan: : 

Today I was able tofind both Megsers “anson and Black in their 
respective offices and go down to see them Now I can reply to yours of the 6th. 

‘The maps arrived savely and I am having the Survey return beth to you. 
They must have the new legend for I cannot find a copy here. All object 
strongly to including eskers with pitted outwash. They inticate ice direction 
and occur in ground moraine not in outwash. --he eskerelike ridges whi Bh 
‘oolsed many in outwash are evesse fillings ani their origin is differcnt 

although also due to stre etveen ice wells. % CBJHCT, 

My eyes bothered me so mich yhen I got to drumlins thst I am afraid I 
skimped. on nuuber., Anything you do will be 211 right, 

In areas IT havemapped I edo not think of any moraines below the level of 
Glacial lakes. Your mapping iccked al! risrt to us, 

%@ 2iso agree to the wisten of not trying to cocrelato tha “ricts outside 
the Cary wor2ine, Sone can De deternined out others mast taka the famous 
"treined eye® approach mace fencus by — used oarlier dy Melee, 
I think the general tendancy is to thin that many of these are not really 

pre-Wigconsin drifts. The effect of bed roe on ervsion is marie’. jome sre 

prebebir ast olfer than Tazewell. I made no coumittments whetever. Jel#nan 
desirved the nickname of Seamvel Feisman shen he nutbvered big inferre* crivts 
Anctead of correlating then! 

I cares tual Levorett's mapping of aorthern Michigan will not cheek with 
nine. Leverett ves a faot geclogiet and refused to sale throvch ores: Doeeanse 

he made wuch slow progress, Us got information {20m timoer cruisers. 

a But I 7 NOT AGA avout the non-pitted outwash aloag Menominee River. 
here is a terrace in part meceed by me in lide and ehown on tha new tone 

haps. ‘@ heve no Sir photos here. Jomeone in Hichigan could check #4 with 
the photes int the aey maps ( topograghic) were wade from such photces. This 
terraces in rot normal outWeaii Lut is largely postglacial. Ive aeltvator 
arinage could not go down the river becsuse the course wos exterdel acuthiesst ag 
the glacier melted back into Green Bay. Wornel ica earsine-re wes sonthyest. 

wu OBJECT, 

Thera i3 a terrace of non-ritted maatoral clong tho Gs, Ureis: River. Jee 
the new tosu maps. This river carried the Sie from Lake Dalith. 

7 then “Operation State Line reached about 6 niles nortn of thet doundary last 

Hay Dp. Block renarisec" Ye havut tine te reaxp all of Aldeng wort! ant turned 
homeysr’, srs so Mgnt get down there asain this suarer, Hs tallcet of 1% 

today. 

‘h “wee'ts iy tha only sure-eneugh old seii hori,;on imo. to any of us. 
Yoldsan hat one nerr Yoodvilie in northvestern Jdiscongin from which tre «oud ig ‘ 

noy in Flints luinds dus as for making anything ont of his field notes neiticr 

Block nor IT covid 4a 1% so T.icft it ont. 

Sineorly rours,
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October i4, 1957 

Mr. H. B. Willman 

Section of Stratigraphy and Areal Geology 

Illinois Geological Survey 

121 Natural Resources Bldg. 

University of Iliinois Campus 

Urbana Illinois 

Dear Mr. Willman: 

I am in receipt of the copy of your letter of October 10 to 

Prof. Thwaites. 

I regret that we have no one available who could compile a 

revised copy of the glacial map and would be grateful if you could aake 

the copy. 

Very truly yours, 

WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

State Geologist 

GFH!'S



? STATE OF ILLINOIS 

WILLIAM G. STRATTON. Governor 
DEP/RTMENT OF 
REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION ee a . “ s ae VERA M. BINKS, Director 2: oak fee 2: 
ee ee gy SEA es 
einai BIN Coaotan ee eee eee 
eee ea nee Se Ae a ee 
a : ; 

seers weet STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
nemmesenring THe pncsioeNT— JOHN C. FRYE. CHier 

PRESIDENT. DELYTE W. MORRIS Univensirs oF tuLiwots cours 

October 10, 1957 

Mr. F, T. Thwaites; 
Al North Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Thank you very much for the revised mapping along the 
Wisconsin-Illinois state line, I have pasged the copy on to George 
Ekblaw and he believes that we can make a satisfactory blending of 
the two maps with this new data. 

IT an glad that you faver a Wisconsin age for the area 
previously mapped as Illireian. As we are not attempting to differ- 
entiate Wisconsin substazes, but rather to map the tReminus of major 
readvances, the nomenclat.ire problem may not arise, In any case, 
your reservation ss to the specific correlation of the drift will be 
retained, 

I agree that you should not attempt to compile a revised 
copy. Perhaps Mr, Hanson will wish to delegate someone else to do 
that. If no one is available, I shall be glad to make the copy and 
submit it to you for approval. 

We will also need some references and bibliography to be 
used in a pamphlet similar te that which accompanied the Glacial Map 
of North America, but I shall write you more specifically abovt that 
later, 

I am glad to have e reprint of your article on pitted out- 
wash, It certainly should be differentiated wherever possible, 

I am sorry that the Door peninsiila map did not come: up to 
your expectations, It seems effective to me. I was glad that the 
GSA decided to publish it in color. 

Sincerely yours, er FEN ne 

| OCT 1 41957 ) 
ces Mr. George F, Hanson Bsobs¥5t 1283 Head wits. 2 

Section of Stratigrapig Veoiogical Survey 
end Areal Geology adison, Wisconsin
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5 Jemuary 9, 1956 

Dr. H. B. Willman a 

_ State Geologicel Survey \ 

Neturel Resources Building 
University of Illinois 
Urbane, Illinois 

Deer Dr. Willman: 

The maps end sheet of directions arrived end I heve mede 
considereble progress on compiletion of e map heving nearly done Alden's 
eree end mine of 1943, Quite a few problems heve srison on which I will 
endeavor to meet your recuirements. 

First: the choice of inks. Your directions cell for bright red, 
: blue, end purple. Wow purple is a combination of red end biue end is herd 

to distinguish from both. I+ is too lete to change but I would think green 
would be farther removed in the spectrum end hence easier to see. 

Second; The legend is evidently teken from thet for South Dekota 
: end does not fit Wiscoasin very well. I have used your color for pitted outwesh, 

elthough in this state it covers entire counties, for ell cutwesh within a 
drift sheet end the outwash color for non=pitted outwesh outside e margin of 

: e drift sheet or readvance. Is this right? : 

Third: J have shown ereas “submerged by gleciel lekes" rather then 
proved sediments as Alden tried to without boring. Is my usage right? ‘Ye 
haven't the date. : 

Fourth: I have shown ell end moreines where the topogrephy is ‘ 
distinct even if covered by a thin leter drift. Is this right? I have left 
out buried outwesh. 

Fifth: I do not think thet “crests of moraines" eppliss to Yisconsin 
as it seems to in south Taicote. In my mapping most erees of endmoreine ere so 
narrow thet a crest could not be snown. Lack of topographic meps end field 
notes on this point mekes it almost impossible to show crests. Mone ere now 
on the mepe 

i Sixth: Drumlins in Yisconsin are numbered by the thousend. How 
mony should I show? It is obviously impossible with the lerge symbols to 
show #11 of them. Hone ere yet on. 

Seventh: You mention "groups of eskers" but how rbout lerge single 
eskers.e? Nouns ere yet one



ROARS (eee d, cay ye 5, ae gs Ra aa ca 
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ue ees : ee ea ae 

Eighth: The same remark applies to striae. They ere not yet on. 

Winth: Alden (I worked with him in 1907 end so know) mapped everything 
with kettles es “terminal moraine." I have changed much of his areé from 
personal observations plus general reasoning. ae 

: / Very truly yours, : 

WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

F. f. Bhwaites, Geologist 
Frt:N a : 

j : 

oo 

ie uy a salt ip ae - : ; 

Ce eA a ie ie a eS ce ie - ; 
ee aay es at Bs beg Bee pi | ee ness Be 

a aa MSS aati ca rl lac ut EROS SCO a a ae i 

See as rater
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ir "STATE OF ILLINOIS 
se dae WILLIAM G. STRATTON, Governor 
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voce semen STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION 
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Spence = oeiyreage uaenie February 13, 1957 ee 

s Pita 

ECenuirs 
Mr. George F. Hanson : | 
State Geologist and Director i FEB 1 5 1957 | 
Wisconsin Geological and : | 

Natural History Survey Wists te ‘ 
University of Wisconsin ee ene ree cae mulvey 
115 Science Hall Madison, Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hanson: 

I am enclosing a memorandum which explains the status of the U.S. 
Glacial map. The Wisconsin map received much favorable comment at our 
meeting and will require much less change than most of the State maps in the 
final compilation. 

However, we do have some problems to solve before the final compilation 
can be made.e Most of the changes in the legend result from the need to obtain 
uniformity in treatment. A special problem in our case was the use of a 
stippled pattern for submerged features. It seems best to show submerged 
end moraines, eskers, drumlins, etc., as if they were above the lake, but 
to show the position of the lake boundary crossing any of these features by 
a dashed blue line. No additional lines will need be plotted. 

We found a great lack of uniformity in plotting drumlins. Some maps 
showed 7 or 8 per township. The decision was to spot individual drumlins 
where widely separated and to show specific locations for as many as 4 per 
township, the 4 most prominent where there is a choice. This will give better 
information as to relative abundance. 

I shall write you later about specific boundary line problems with 
: Michigan, Minnesota, and Illinois, when I can supply you with copies of the 

bordering areas. The major problem at the Minnesota boundary is that Wright 
has mapped unpitted outwash adjacent to areas which you show as pitted outwash. 
The committee had the impression that perhaps Wright had generally not mapped 
enough pitted outwash and that perhaps you had shown too much in northwestern 
Wisconsin. I am not certain that you can do much about it, unless you can 
differentiate a valley train of relatively unpitted outwash along the St. Croix 
River. 

We have some differences in detail along the Wisconsin=—Illinois line. 
The age of the drift west and south of the Darien and Jchnstown moraines may



Mr. George F. Hanson -2- February 13, 1957 

be a problem. On the basis of Shaffer's recent work (our Report of Investigations 
#198), this drift in Illinois is all Farmdale, rather than Illinoian as our 
two Surveys have interpreted it for some years. It seems preferable to show 
this drift as Wisconsin, which will have a different color from Illinoian 
on the final compilation. The age of this drift has long been a problem, 
So far we have no evidence of two drifts in that area, and we have found no 
place where the degree of weathering of the drift is even close to Sangamon 
weathering of the Illinoian drift. 

I know that the preparation of the first copy of this map was a 
considerable strainon Mr. Thwaites' eyes, and we all have been very grateful 
to him for undertaking it. I hope that you will feel free to call on me 
if I can be of assistance. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. Be. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 
Geology Division 

Encl.



: COMMITTEES ON GLACIAL MAP OF UNITED STATES EAST OF THE ROCKIES 

January 28, 1957 
Memorandum to collaborators on State maps: 

1. The committee met in New Haven on Jan. 4 & 5, 1957, to examine in detail 
and discuss the First Compilation of State maps, The assembled maps constitute a 
spectacular whole, and the committee expresses its sincere thanks and appreciation 
to every collaborator for the time, effort, and skill that are so clearly implicit 
in most of the maps, Since there is no way in which we can show you the whole 
assemblage at this stage, we want you to know that we think you will be much 
pleased with the published result and will feel that your contribution of work has 
been fully justified, The map will mark a long step forward in our understanding 
of the areal glacial geology of central and eastern United States, 

2. The First Compilation has given us exactly the information needed to as- 
sure standardization of the copy for publication, Through study and comparison of 
the maps’ themselves, and through questions that many of you have asked during com 

pilation, we have improved, extended, and in places simplified the specifications 
for the published map, As indicated to you in 1955, the plan is to prepare a 
Second or Final Compilation which will serve as copy from which draftsmen will pre- 
pare the map for engraving, When the Second Compilation has been completed and co- 
ordinated, we see no reason why final drafting and publication can not follow 
shortly. 

3. Accordingly we want to ask you now to prepare a final map of your State(s). 
Although our original plan had been to compile on a specially prepared base with ~ 
details deleted, this has been found much too expensive and has had to be abandoned, 
Accordingly we will send you shortly a standard USGS base map, scale 1:1,000,000, 
similar to the one used in the First Compilation, with the request that you use 
that. Your final map on that scale will be transferred by us to a blue-line base 
map of the United States, scale 1:1,500,000, with most of the culture detail : 
omitted, Your "deletion maps," already submitted, will aid us in this operation. 
No further "deletion maps," however, are needed. For publication, the resulting 
integrated map will either be kept at 1:1,500,000 or will be photographically re- 
duced to 1:2,000,000 (1 in. = 32 mi.), Even at the smaller scale virtually all the 
detail appearing in your Second Compilation will be legible, 

4o A deadliné date of Dec, 31, 1957, has been set for completion of the 
Second Compilation. We hope that 11 months will give you ample time for the task 
and earnestly ask that you adhere to the deadline. 

5. It is of course essential that the individual State maps of the Second 
Compilation faithfully follow a common set of colors and symbols, so that draftsmen 
will have no difficulty in preparing from them the final copy. Accordingly we in- 
close a Revised List of Conventions and Colors that differs from the Tentative List’ 
dated Jan, 14, 1955, and used in the First Compilation, Please follow it precisely. 
In it we have tried to anticipate your questions, but if you do have questions, 
please write us, The following comments explain the reasons for most of the 
changes, We suggest that the map data can be transferred most readily by direct 
tracing on a light-table, 

6. Where areas of drift are discontinuous, show them as continuous, using 
your best guess as to location of drift border, This is a special problem in pre- 
Wisconsin drifts in Nebraska, Kansas, and New Jersey. 

7. Subdivide pre-Wisconsin drifts as indicated on the Revised List of 
Conventions.



= : a. 

ope. ‘8. Show each outwash body as continuous. End the color area a short distance 
beyond the limit of the glaciated region, except that outwash bodies should be 
mapped continuously along valleys that return toa glaciated area or that are 
tributary to the Ohio River or Mississippi River. 

9. If any outwash is present, show long, major lake-spillway drainage 
channels as outwash, with a superposed black arrow, where the channel crosses the 
former divide, to show drainage direction, 

10, Generalize the details of an areal color-pattern so as to eliminate 
equidimensional areas less than 1/10 in, in diameter, and elongate areas (such as 
esxers) less than 1/16 in, in width, Such email areas will not show on the pub- 
lished mp, long eskers or other areas that are critical to interpretation may be 
exaggerated in width. 

11, Isolated erratic boulders beyond the mapped limits of the glaciated 
region, eolian deposits, inwash, and Cordilleran outvash are to be omitted. 

12. hap deltas as lacustrine sediments, not as outwash, 

13, Leave no uncolored areas within glaciated country, Color in from the best 
available data, no matter how generalized, 

1h. The ticked-line convention’ is designed'to show major breaks within the 
Wisconsin sequence (such as Mankato, Port Huron, Valders, and other intra-Wisconsin 
breaks), because information is inadequate to permit general subdivision by colors, 
We realize that no ticked line will be continuous across the entire map, and per- 

haps not even across an entire State, It should be used only in those sectors 
where adequate direct or indirect evidence of readvance exists, Such sectors 
should be connected, where possible, by a ticked broken line along the relevant 
inferred drift border, This convention may appear at the outer mrgins of areas 
of either end moraine, or ground moraine where end moraine is not present at the 
limit of readvance, 

15. “We believe that names of end-moraines, Great Lakes strandlines (examples: 
Maumee 1, Glenwood, Arkona, Algonquin, Nipissing) and extinct lakes will edd 
greatly to the usefulnéss of the published map, Only published names in current 
use should be included, ‘With strandline names fine lead-lines can be used 
effectively. Names need be used at only a few places in each State,’ No attempt 
should be made to identify all segments of discontinuous strandlines, 

16. In laying dow those conventions for your guidance we have kept in mind 
the map as a whole, realizing that this may entail omissions or generalizations in 
some particular State, ‘le believe they are necessary for overall wiformity, 

Once more our thanks for your essential help. Without the collaborators there 
could be no published map, 

Committee: 

Roger B, Colton 
Richard P, Goldthwait 
H. 3. Willman 
Richard Foster Flint
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Compilation scale 1:1,000,000; expected publication scale 1:2,000,000 

Mongol color = 
pencil no. ___ Symbol Te pee UUNO cia hie et, 

| 864 | Marine sediments 

| 665 A L. OSHKOSH Lecustrine sediments. (Add name of 
Lee Se (Black ink) leke, in slant capitals preceded by 

"L.;" to all named former lakes except 
giacial Great Lakes.) 

| 867 | Qutwash (including alluvium where 
a rd necessary). Extend convention only 

slightly beyoud limit of glaciated re- 
gion. Leave color area open at distal 
end & add arrow in scarlet ink to show 
direction of drainage, thus: \ 

oer aes xX 

|= 86241 Ice-contact stratified drift. (Groups 
bea of kames, eskers, kame terraces, pitted 

outwash, collapsed surfaces.) Include 
alluvium where necessary. 

we ee 

863 | fa Se End moraine of Wisconsin age, with name 
—' a in slant caps approx. 3/32 in. high, 

spaced out. Place name inside color 

area where feasible; otherwise along 
proximal margin. Include only names 

already published or soon to be pub- 
(Black ink) lished. Show all moraines, whether or 

not later submerged in lake or sea, in 
same color. 

(Black ink) —— crest of end moraine. (Only within 
aa end-moraine color areas & only where 

S two or more crests are present. Use 

also to show later moraine overriding 
earlier moraine.) 

(Black ink) ee "Washboard" end-moraine area (Adjust 
CG number of nested lines to what will 

show at publication scale). Superpose 
on end moraine- or ground moraine color 
areas. 

| 848 | Wisconsin ground moraine, related till 
Cee ies areas, and patchy drift. 

(Black ink) Outer limit of drift sheet, younger 
Wisconsin maximum, marking each major 

Se readvance or other significant break, 

es se Ticks 1/8 in. apart and 1/32 in, long, 
on proximal side of line.



re 2. 

. ©. (Black ink) Inferred outer limit of a major drift sheet 
ei = .:' 7 +... (eagey Kansan or Nebraskan) beneath younger 

: drift of pre-Wisconsin age (Not shavn in 
Wisconsin drift area). 
Space dots 1/8 in, apart. 

(Indigo Blue ink) Strandlines, lacustrine and marine. 
(Black lettering) : (Beaches, shoreline bars & spits, cliffs). 

zymes Show only where recognizable in field. 
eee Name in black slant caps 3/32 in. high, 

spaced out where possible. Where space is 
insufficient, plase name horizontally over 
an existing lake or other non-cluttered 
space and use fine leader line. 

(Indigo Blue ink) Meltvater stream channels & lake spillways 
oe (where outwash not mappable). Arrow may be 

hes se any length. Generalize for groups of 

closely spaced channels. 

(Indigo Blue ink) Shoreline of former lake inferred from 
a = | indirect evidence. (Fine dots about 1/16 in. 

: Re eee apart. Use this to connect or inciose 
patches of mapped lacustrine sediments where 
approximate, as in areas of L. Maumee 1 and 

S. part of L. Agassiz.) Add name of lake, 
preceded by "L.," in slant capitals, where 
appropriate. 

866 Illinoian drift & correlatives. (Show end 
morgine in dark tone; all other drift in 

light tone.) 

893 Kansan drift & correlatives (only in areas 
not glaciated in post-Kansan time. Cover 
entire Kansan glaciated area, even though 

drift is patchy.) 

868 (horiz. stripes) Nebraskan drift (only in areas not glaciated 
in post-Nebraskan time). 

(Black ink) Striation direction. Locality is indicated 
f by dot at center of staff. (Staff exactly 

3/8 in. long; no arrowhead. Plot no more 
than 4 symbols per township, or area of 36 
sq mi.) 

(Black ink) Vv Two sets of crossing striations. (Do not 
aX distinguish between older and younger.) 

(Black ink) Se Indicator fans ("boulder trains"). Two 
o = (boundary) lines only. Plot to scale. 

(Black ink) Streamline feature, individual or group. 
AN (Drumlin, crag-and-tail, fluting, etc. 

\ (Staff 3/8 in. long, or to scale if long 
enough. Plot no more than 4 symbols per 
township, or area of 36 sq mi.)



eS, 
3. 

zs (Black ink) A® Locality of exposure, or former ex- 
: posure, of significant interglacial 

or interstadial section, such as 

Farm Creek section, Ill., Two Creeks, 
Wisc. Triangle & circle each 1/8 in, 
in diameter. Number consecutively 
within each State. Please supply, in 
duplicate, text of footnote similar 
to those in Glacial Map of North 
America, following style exactly. 
Plot no more than 10 localities in 

any State. 

(Black ink) ee Contact lines between color areas. 

Please apply pencil colors evenly and very lightly, just enough to insure 
clear distinction between adjacent color areas, Where end moraine & ground 
moraine are shown in tones of the same color, make end moraine just enough 
darker to contrast, but not so dark as to obscure base data. Please follow 
instructions exactly, to insure a uniform result that can be readily 
followed by draftsmen who prepare copy for engraver,
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April 11, 1956 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological and Natural History Survey 
Science Hall 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Thank you very much for the Wisconsin glacial map which 
certainly is excellent. The compilation of a map as intricate as 
this is a big undertaking and we greatly appreciate your doing work 
when it was such a strain on your eyes. 

The mailing tube was badly broken when it arrived, and 

the map certainly would have been torn if you had not had it mounted. 
It is somewhat crinkled but not seriously harmed. 

We will have some problems to discuss when we get into 
the task of coordinating all the state maps, and I shall write you 
about them as soon as possible. I hope to see you in May on the 
Friends of the Pleistocene trip in Michigan. 

Please give my thanks also to Mr. Hanson for his kindness 
in making this map available to us. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 
Geology Division
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April 3, 2956 

Professor H. 5. Willman 
Tllinois Geological Survey 

Natural Resources Building 

Urbane, Illinois ‘i 

Dear Dr. Willmen: 

At last the glacial map of Wisconsin is ready to send. The delay 
was due to having a copy made. I have already written you in regard to 
some of the changes from directions and from published maps which I 

included in it to the best of my experience which now covers 50 yeers. 

The boundaries in northwestern Wisconsin ars adapted from soils 
maps and other information interpreted to the best of present knowledge. 
The boundaries of pre-Cary Drifts are most uncertein. I suspect thet 
some are simply boundaries of eroded sreas or sandstone versus hard rock 

. areas. I did not venture to show a Valders boundery in the north. As 
: drawn by others it simply must be wrongs for it is elong moraines and 

the Valders invasion did not meke moraines. The fcotnote to the Forest - 
Bed locality north of Two Rivers is unchanged from that of the old map 

of North America, (Wilsons' 2 papers). I hope, hovever, to have ny 
report out by the time the whole map is done. Aldrich still has it at 
Hew York. 

I enjoyed working on the map very much but am afraid it will be ny 

last big job of compilation. My eyes bother me greatly now and I cennot 
work very fest. ? 

: Very truly yours, 

: WISCONSIN GROLOGICAL SURVEY 

F, T. thwaites, Geologist : 

FIT:
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March 21, 1956 

Dr. He. B. Willman 
Stratigraphy % Areal Geology Division 2 
State Geological Survey 
121 Netural Resources Bldg. 
University of Illinois Camus 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Willman: K 

Thank you very much for your letter of Mereh 19, TI 
recognize the difficulties inherent in preparing the glacial map 
and do not want to add to them. I am therefore having Thiaites' 
map redrafted so that we will have a copy here, and that you can 

s use the original as you see fit. The copy should be completed by 
the first of next week at which time I will fomard Timaites! 
original compilation. — 

Very truly yours, . 

WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

State Geologist 

GFHrac
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March 19, 1956 

Mr. George F. Hanson 

State Geologist 
Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey 
115 Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Hanson: 

Concerning the return of the glacial map of Wisconsin prepared by 
Mr. Thwaites: 

Dr. Flint believes that a final draft of the glacial map of each 
state will be needed after a period of study for coordination of the mapping 
of the physical features with other state maps. There will be plenty of 

time for making the final copy because publication will have to await 
general agreement on stratigraphic correlation. He suggests, therefore, 
that we return to you the first draft of the Wisconsin map unmarked. As 
the final draft will have to leave our hands for adjustment and fair-copying, 
it is difficult to see how we can give assurance that it will not be marked 
on. Further, it and all the state maps should be kept on file thereafter. 

It has been my hope that the original maps would require so little 
change that the revisions could be made on the original and thus save the 
compiler*s time in preparing final copy. However, this would require that 
the copy be used freely, and the map still might have to be made over for 
final copy, if extensive changes are necessary. 

We shall definitely plan to not mark on Mr. Thwaites® original 
copy. If it becomes necessary to use it in any way that might mar it, I 

shall make a copy for that purpose. The original copy would be returned 
for your files and for preparation of final copy. It would be desirable for



Mr. George F. Hanson -2- March 19, 1956 

Mr. Thwaites to prepare the final copy. That gives the author his best 
chance of getting boundary lines where he wants them. It seems desirable 

that the final copy be retained by the committee. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 
Geology Division 

ect Dr. BR. F. Flint
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March 8, 1956 

Mr. G. F. Hanson 
State Geologist 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
The University of Wisconsin 
Science Hall 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hanson: 

I have your letter of March 1 requesting assurance that the glacial 
Map prepared by Mr. Thwaites can be returned to you in good condition as soon 
as the final map is compiled for publication. 

As the map will be handled by various members of the committee and 
others, I am writing the Chairman, Dr. Richard F. Flint, for confirmation of 
my statement that the map can be returned. To my knowledge the point has not 
been considered by the committee. 

A major question is whether modification of the individual state maps 
can be done entirely on other base maps without marking on the original map. 
Changes will have to be made before final compilation in order to give uniform 
treatment and adjust at state lines. 

I believe it was the intent of the committee that the copy submitted 
by each collaborator would be for the use of the committee, and it was assumed 
that the collaborator would retain photographic or other copies for his own 
records. 

I am glad that the map is turning out so well and I can readily under- 
stand your desire to have the original copy in your files. I shall write you 
further as soon as the matter is cleared with Dr. Flint. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy & Areal 
Geology Division
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March 1, 1956 

Dr. H. 8. Willman 
Dllinois Geological Survey 

ee 121 Natural Resources Bldg. 
; : University of Illinois Campus 
See Urbana, Tl. 

Dear Dr. Willman: 

Reference is made to your letter of February 10 to Prof. 
Thwaites in which you state, regarding the glacial map, that, so far 
as you know, the original map can be returned. Unfortunately, the state 
has no adequate glacial map published and the compilation by Thwaites is 
a step towards preparing such a map. Although much additional field work 
will be necessary in certain areas before publication will be warranted, 
ths compilation represents the most complete general map available of the 
glacial deposits of the state. Many hours of work have gone into its 
preparation. I am sure that you will therefore wmederstand that I would 
like definite assurance that the map will be considered the property of 
this survey, will be taken care of carefully while in your possession, 

e and will be returned in good condition as soon as the final map is 
compiled for publication. 

Lee Very truly yours, : 

pee WISCONSI GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

teh. 
State Geologist 

GFHsac
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Yarch 1, 1956 

Dr. He. 3. “iliman = 
: Tllincis Seological Survey : 

121 Natural Resourees Bldg. 
University of Illinois Campus : 
Uroona, IL. ; 

Dear Tr. WiUbran: : 

Reference is made to your letter of Yebruary 10 to Prof. 

‘ Thwaltes in which you state, regarding the slacicl map, that, so far 5 
as you know, the original map can bo returned. Unfortumately, the state 
has no adequate glccial map sublished and the compilation by Thmites is 
a step torards prepcering such a map. Although much additional field wort 
wRLL be necessary in ceytain areas before publication will be warranted, 
the compllation represents the most camplote general map available of the 
glacial deposits of the state. any hours of work have gone inte its 

preparation. I am sure that you will therefore mderstand thet I would | 
: like definite assurance that the map will be considered the property of 

this survey, will be taxen care of carefully while in your possession, 
and will be returned in good condition as scon as the final map is 
eapiled for publication. 

Very truly yours, 

i WISCONSIN GECLOGICAL SURVEY 

’ stata Geolosist 

GFHsac
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February 10, 1956 

Mr. Fred Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

In reply to your letter of February 6; 

The distinction you make between the outwash deposits seems 
correct to me. I doubt if any state has mapping detailed enough to differ- 
entiate all the outwash deposits by number or percentage area of pits. 

I agree that lakes should be mapped if you have convincing 
evidence of their existence, but this would be on the assumption that the 
area mapped is a relatively flat area probably in considerable part under- 
lain by thin lacustrine deposits, even though we do not have exposures or 
auger holes to prove the presence of the deposits. If you have some lakes 
which covered moraines and eskers so temporarily that it did not leave 
deposits or shore features, you may not wish to map such a lake but would 
show only its spillway channel, if that is the major evidence for the lake. 
I feel that all distinct moraines and eskers should be mapped and should 
have preference where a choice is necessary. If we have them covered by 
lacustrine deposits we may wish to add a pattern to show this. If you think 
that such a situation is sufficiently widespread that a special pattern is 
needed, please let me know and I will take it up with the committee. 

I agree that you have no basis for mapping Shaffer's Lake Savanna. 

The mapping of shore features necessarily will be very incomplete 
in unstudied areas and in areas without good topographic maps. These 

blanks will emphasive the need for more field work.



Mr. Fred Thwaites -2- February 10, 1956 

So far as I know the original map can be returned eventually, 
but I imagine it will be needed for reference while we are discussing 
boundary line problems and until the final map is published, which is likely 
to be several years away. It will certainly not be in continuous use, and 
we could probably send it back if needed occasionally. If Mr. Hanson is 
considering publishing the map, there is much to recommend it. These maps 
would be very useful for the individual states if published on a larger 
base, perhaps the millionth base. Probably you would want to wait until 
we have discussed state boundary line problems and correlations. However, 
it is possible that for the final map we may have to do some standardizing 
that will not show some of your features to the best advantage. You may 
wish to publish a little more detail in some places than we can use, and 

you might want to use your own nomenclature, should we differ. In any 
case, there certainly would be no objection to your publishing this map. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 
Geology Division



/ Febenary 6, 1956 : 

Dr. ti. Be Willman 
; State Geolesteal Survey 

Natural Reseurces Dlidze s 
Urbana, DLlinois : 

Dear Professor Millman: 

Thank yeu for yours of 1 February which cams todays 

; In rerly to. you points I think to find the number of pits in ouswash, 
that is their relative abundance would bes a very long job involving locking 
at all the air photographs of the state. Is not ny distinction right, that is 
unpitced outuash outside the end moraine of a mrhed ice advance versus pitied 
outwash varying in degree of pissing up to what the old soil survey calied 5 
"soue% Land” which outwash is incide the area of the adverce? 

With regara to lakes we have many where the sresonce of combinucus sediment 
is not ypeoved. I? there was any over wide areas of shallay or short-lived lake 
1% has Leen so weathered that it can no longer be distinguished, I have relied 
on elevation of spillwayse Hany lakes may have either been frozen much of the 
time, too shallow for sedimcnts, or have beon only a meat around the edge of 

: the seiting icee Leake Oshkosh in the Groen Jay rezion has fins spilivays which 
dre vory prominent in the air vchotes but we could find no sediments. Another 
Place is the lake in front of the TLlinsisn glacier in southem dsconsin where : 
any shorelines which might’ have been formed have long since scen eroded auay. 
I have no information on whieh to mip Shaffers lake Savanna? in the Mississippi 
valley. Its ved is now filled with outwash of lator age. 

The princival change from early mapping of glacial depesits is the 
recognition that ali kettles are not in moraines. The early students ineluding 
myself? included much pitted outwash in their moraines. I mais extensive changes 

eo in the map where field inspection, wrong orientation of areas, and aburdance of 
gravel pits causes one to doubt tis morninal character of the crease 

: fy oigsest rmecblam was in interpretation ef cld soils maps made by persons 

who they cid not want to know anything sbout glacial geology rlus the usa of 
Maps made by beginners in the nexthorn brush country. I used ay own jucarent 
in'making changese : 

I intend to take some color vactes of the map before sending it one ire 
Hanson wants you to return the original nen through with 14. If this is 
inmwossible please let m inote } 

I have already mentioned the mtter of "moraine crests." I my surdly 
a few in the clay till areas where moraines are widee
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The biggest problem now is to find where lake shore features are 
recognizable in the fisld. Ths shores of high levels of Laks Superior : : 

_are fine but I can find no map showing taom. Topo mps of this area are 
only partly done so fare Reports give spot information only and not 
distribution of strandlines. 

I think Buells waterloo boulder train is all we can show. There my be 
mere but they have no& been studied. : ; : 

What about eskers and moraines which can be distinguised below levels of 
5 lakes? Your instructions do not seem to cover this point. 

; As mentioned before you can tell true red from purple by the fact that 
you cannot see it through a red filters I added some red to my blue ink so 
use of a blue filter to tell blue from purple will probably not worke I 

will try ite 

< I put eskers on with brow inke ; 

: es : Sincerely yours, 

F. T. Thwaites, Geologist 
FIT: N : 

he : . 

he 

ae i 

eee \ 
Batty Bat ge < 5 ,
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February 1, 1956 

Mr. Fred Thwaites 
Wisconsin Geological Survey 
Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Dick Goldthwait writes the glacial map committee about the 
questions you raised as follows: . 

"Concerning Willman's letter of January 16, I would confirm his 
ideas generally as follows: 

"Paragraph 2; Outwash should be shown as ice contact to the 
deposit if there are many closely spaced pits, but not if there are 
rare pits and scattered. 

"Paragraph 3; Cur lakes in Ohio are all substantiated by bottom 
deposits at least three feet thick; failing this evidence, we have not 
shown them. 

"Parasraph 4: We cannot be sure of the override of two of our 
moraines, so naturally we shall show them as surface end moraines. 
If the cover is thin, I am sure they should be show eas end moraines. 

"Paragraph 9: By all means, reinterprete the mapping of early 
workers whose perspective did not include our stratigraphic information 
of today." 

We would agree that the mapping of lakes should be substantiated 
by some deposits. Having accepted the evidence for the lake, its



Mr. Fred Thwaites -2- February 1, 1956 

distribution is mapped physiographically, on the premise that some 
deposits are present throughout the area mapped. We would have a hard 
time here in Illinois proving that there is 3 feet of deposits through- 
out any large part of the area covered by our very extensive Valparaiso 
(Kankakee Torrent) lakes. I am writing Goldthwait to see if he agrees. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 

Geology Division
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Me. F. T. Thwaites 
Geological and Natural History Survey 
University of Wisconsin 
Science Hall 
Madison 6, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

I am very glad to learn that you are making progress with the 
glacial map. The questions you raise may well apply in other areas, and 

I am sending your letter and my answers to other members of the committee. 
So far as possible we wish to get uniform treatment in the first copy, but 
we will have opportunity later to standardize some features. If others have 
different ideas, I am sure they will pass them along, and you will hear from 
me again soon. 

Concerning your question: 

(1) The choice of inks has been changed slightly as you know by 
now from my recent letter. It sounds to me like you are too advanced to change 
colors now and I would not be especially concerned about it. The changes 
were primarily to help us in compiling a preliminary map for further discussions. 
These are not necessarily the colors to be used in printing the map. 

(2) Your decision seems right for your special case. The outwash 
pattern would be used largely for valley trains and for extensive outwash 
plains within drifts, if they lack ice-contact features. The object here is 
to combine the complex pitted plains, kames, eskers, and similar stratified 
deposits which would be difficult to differentiate on our scale, 

(3) If there is adequate evidence to show the existence of a lake, 
we should attempt to map it, even though we do not have data to prove con- 
tinuous lake deposits throughout the area submerged.



Mr. F. T. Thwaites -2- January 16, 1956 

(4) The intent is to map the features of the uppermost drift, 
showing the boundary of a major buried drift by a line as indicated in th 

legend. This does not mean to map all buried moraines. I realize that you 
have some major moraines which are only slightly modified by a later thin 
drift. I believe that these moraines should be mapped as moraines because we 
are mapping topography. I would also map the boundary of the area covered 
by the later drift. We may wish to give a special pattern to the overridden 
moraines when we see how widespread this situation is. You are right in 
omitting buried outwash. 

(5) As a line on the map may be nearly a half mile wide and many 
moraines are only one to three miles wide, the mapping of some crests is not 
Practical nor needed. Omit them in such cases and where you do not have 
adequate maps. Use them only on a very wide moraine or in a morainic complex 
where individual moraines would not otherwise be differentiated. 

(6) Drumlins will have to be shown only as drumlin fields, using a 
few symbols in the larger areas to show orientation. The map does not want 
to be cluttered with these symbols and it is up to you to show as many as 
needed to give the correct impression. 

(7) Single isolated eskers long enough to map should go on. 
You will have to exaggerate the width slightly in order to show them, 

(8) Qne symbol will do for a considerable group of closely 
spaced and similarly oriented striae. For strongly crossed striae you may 
use more than one symbol. 

(9) We prefer your present interpretations. 

Best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 
Geology Division 

co: R. F. Flint 
R. P. Goldthwait 

R. B. Colton 

Eackesume



: Januery 12, 1956 : 

Mr. H. B. Wilimen : 
‘ Geologist & deed 

. ‘Stratigraphy end Areal 
Geology Division 
State Geological Survey Division 
Urbana, illinois / 2 

Deer Mr. Villuan: : 

: Could you please answer uy. other cuestions. A red filter will 

enable one to teli the red beceuse it then vanishes. 

Very truly yours, 

ae WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

: F. 2 Thweites, Geologist 
. PIEST 

» 

} =
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: January 9, 1956 

Mr. Fred Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred, 

As it will be desirable to copy photographically the 
original drafts of the glacial map, it has been suggested that the 
purple ink indicated in the legend be changed to red violet and the 
blue be changed to indigo blue. These photograph much better. If 
you have started the map using some other shade of purple, I suggest 
that you continue with it, but if you have used the ordinary blue or 

the turquoise blue, it would be desirable to change, if possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

H, B. Willman 

Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 

Geology Division 

_ aa 

; A gon eS £ t Grd = save h CODES2 Cre re ste] TELA gute ew 4 i 
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Devtiiier 9, 2055 Univeneire oF texiwons ears 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
The University of Wisconsin 
Geological and Natural History Survey 
Science Hall 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

After a considerable discussion of legends and base maps, 
we are now ready to get the preparation of a glacial map of the United 
States underway. 

Under separate cover we are sending the following: 

Three copies millionth-scale base-map of Wisconsin 
List of features to be compiled 2 
Two photostat copies of South Dakota showing the detail 

that can be mapped - one, a natural-size copy of a 
drafting by Roger Colton on the scale of publication, 
and the other the same enlarged twice to about the 
scale of compilation. The colors of the original 
are not differentiated and the primary purpose is to 
show detail. 

In the legend the committee has tried to cover all the features 
that can be mapped, but we anticipate that many questions will arise and 
hope that you will feel free to bring them up. You will note that the 
scale of compilation has been changed to the millionth map, since I first 
wrote you. 

We are hoping that this preliminary compilation of the physical 
features can be ready by April 1, 1956. A composite map will then be 
made for further discussion among the collaborators and for consideration 

of state boundary-line problems, 
Sincerely yours, 

Nie cic’ p , 
ts ~ : 

ow gut tech 4 muda TAP WE. 

Dols 2 avi 2 ou H. B. Willman 
fe RONEN - ; Geologist and Head 
Fee a: Stratigraphy and Areal 
Le, Geology Division
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Movember 2, 1955 

Br. H. B. Willman 
Illinois Geological Survey 
Neturel Resources Buiiding 

Urbana, Illinois 

; Dear Mr. Willman: 

Your letter of 1 November to George Henson was given to me for reply. 
I will be gled to drew the map to the best of ny ability. So fer as the e 
Green Bay lobe goes we sre all set with exception of some perts of Alden's 

; mep where he seems to have confused pitted outwesh end endmoraine but these 
districts heve not been remapped elthough I have tried for » long time to ; 
get someone to do this. The district west of Vilas County is “terre incognite® 

elthough we have some tentative mps. I will try to adjust these but to 

check with the air photos would be very time consuming end unless supported 
by ground eurveys might be misleading. The lete Lewrence Mertin was the 
first to set us right on the outwesheendmorsine problem. : 

I an sorry I had to leave the fri-State without saying goodby but : 
darkness will weit for no men. We hed to get home by then end just did. 

: Sincerely yours, 

¥. T. Thwaites 
FIt:n 1 

v
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November 1, 1955 

Mr. G. F. Hanson, State Geologist 
Wisconsin Geological and Natural 

History Survey 
University of Wisconsin 
115 Science Hall 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hanson: 

The National Research Council has set up a committee with the 
lengthy title of Committee on Glacial Map of United States East of the 
Rockies, This committee is charged with the compilation of a map showing 
glacial drift and related features within the United States and between 
the Rocky Mountains and the Atlantic Ocean. 

Compilation is contemplated on a scale of 1:2,500,000, the 
scale of the Geologic Map of the United States. This scale will permit 
showing much more detail than that which appears on the Glacial Map of 
North America. The Council of the Geological Society of America has 
considered the project, and has voted in principle to publish the map 
when it has been completed and accepted. We believe that when published 
it will prove to be a very useful research document for many geologists 
and workers in related sciences. 

The committee has decided to appoint as collaborators persons 
whose knowledge, judgment, and position specially fit them to compile the 
map for specific States. In our opinion there is no one as well qualified 
to compile this map for Wisconsin as Fred Thwaites. If you agree, I would 
greatly appreciate your passing this request directly to him. If he will 
undertake it, I shall see that he receives the proper base map, the symbols 
to be used, and an example of the detail desired. The names of the collaborators 
of course, will appear on the published map.



Mr. G. F. Hanson 
Page 2 
November 1, 1955 

We realize that correlations from one State to another are not 
entirely agreed upon at present. Accordingly our aim is to compile, during 
the next few months, a purely physical map that will show all glacial 
features except correlation. After the physical map has been fully dis- 
cussed among the collaborators, adjusted, and corrected, the problem of 
correlations will be taken up, followed by publication. 

For your information the members of the committee are Richard Foster 
Flint, Chairman, Roger P. Colton, Richard P. Goldthwait, and myself. 
Assembly of data for Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Illinois has 
been assigned to me. 

With best regards, I am, 

Cordially yours, 

H. B. Willman 
Geologist and Head 
Stratigraphy and Areal 
Geology Division



: “Sune 27, 1955 : 

‘ Dr. H. R. Aldrich, Secretary 
; The Geological Society of America 

419 W. 117th Street 
= New York 27, Hew York 

Dear Crombie: 

i I am sending under separate cover the revised topographic map: 
for our manuscript on the Pleistocene of the Door Peninsula which 
was given in 5 minute summary in 1951. Please substitute this map 
for the other which was sent. ‘The older map may be discarded since 
there is no need to return it. The decision not to ask for a three 

: color topographic map was based solely on the fact that they sre 
doing the quadrangles for most of this area and one is already 
out. (Casco). In view of this we decided to eliminate all but the 
state and federal highways meking the map fit to publish in black \ 
only. ~ 

Sincerely yours, 

PUT: 

\ 3 Zs 

.
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July 12, 1955 

- ‘Dy. H. RB, Aldrich, secretary 
~~ “Bae Geological Society of America 
~~ W19 West 117th Street 

© ‘Wew York 27, New York 

*<" Dear Grembie: 

ce In reply te yours of & July I will be glad to write whet 
I know of Lawrence Martin from his few years here. Information on 

-.* Rie later life at Washington I can probably secure from Ken Bertrand, 
who lived near to him anf worked with him for some time, or you may 

_. de able to get this information elsewhere. I think I saw him only 
: ; once in later life when he testified in e boundary dispute here. : 

: f i have at hend reports of two readers of the Door Peninsula : 
-“~ peper. In onier to correct their false impressions I will make a few 
~~ statements. I originally published the material on origin of the 
me Leke Michigan basin, which is of vital importance in discussing 

Door County, in the Hichigan Academy of Science. This is of y 
limited circulation end reprints are now exhausted. I feel that 

A it shoulé be repubdlished (in brief) where more widely distributed. 

™ je In respect to the maps. Zoth large maps are to be 
os reéuced te sbout half linear size making them not at all bulky and 
“~"-» ¢hen they vould match Aldens scale and my map weet of Green Bay. 

It is impracticable to superimpose contours for several 
reasons: first, the maps would not fit because one was a photographic 
reproduction of the other and we found differential shrinkage between 
them, second, the contours cannot be read even with a magnifying glass 
if superimposed on much below. We eliminated roads because of this 
fact from the topo map. 

face It would render the main glacial map valueless if put 
es into patterns of black and white. I chose only three colors besides 

black for the base with patterns of each to differentiate different 
areas. Color separation aheets are now all ready showing these. 

Please remember that this project is called *Speration Shoestring" 
Deceuse we had so little financial support and never even asked for 
a grent. Hence we feel that we ought to get whet othere heave: that 
is a colored map to match the two adjecent. 

; Sincerely yours, 

: T. 2. Thwaites : 

dae Prey gh
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, February 28, 1955 : 

~~ Dr, H. BR éldrich, Secretary 

The Geological Society of America 
: 419 East 117th Street 

New York 27, How York = : 

- Dear Crombie: g 

eo The mamuscript on the “Pleistocene of the Door Peninsula, Wisconsin" Soe 
*- 4g sent herewith. Following previous practice no oxinels or finel photos 

for plates ere included, Plate 9, topographic map of the area is not yet 
finished. When done it will be for reproduction in bleck only as in the 
1943 report. Decision to change this map, leaving out most of the roeds 
was reached becauce of the near completion of quadrengles of the region, 
two of which are already published. The prints of figures and copies of 

plates are for readers only and originels will be sent leter. The air = 
“photo stereopeirs have not hed the section lines and mumbers put on then 
nor are they cut out to proper sige. The copies for reading are from 
our file and ere to be returned. The prints for finel copey ere glossy 
ang ell of them are slightly better than the readers copies. Figures are 
pat in place in the mmuecript and the intervening pages of text setepled 

_ together. Color ceparation copies of plate 10 geologic map have beén 
: prepered. Colors have been reduced to a minimam becmuse of expense. 

The copy for reading only has too many colors. Scele of both Plates 9 
end 10 is to be 1:250,000. The prints are 1:120,000. ‘the text figures 

: will, I think, ell reduce to pege size or emeller, Reductions are not on 
merked on them. Some have two on one final copy. ; : 

2 © Very truly yours, 

WISCONSIN GEOL ICAL SURVEY 

: : F. & Thwaites, Goologist 
FIT:H



— Tuly 15, 2953 . i 

a 7 me ‘ ee 
Dr. H. R, Aldrich 

: The Geological. Society of Anerica 4 : ; 
W9 West 127th St. 
New York 27, New York : : 

Dear Crombie: 
\ 

I heve been ae long time in enswering your letter of June 3, but : 
¢ there heave been many delays ~- Tom's wedding, and our recent journey to : 

Rochester, liew York to get back the car after they moved there. Then I : 
- had to do sane work on the map, cammmiccte with Bertrend, and make arrango= 

'. ments for redrafting here. 4 - - 

The general opinion is thet we reclly ought to make a three color ~ 
map with contours in brow. This would involve 4 non-=photographic blue line ; 
prints, for it would tcke two for the blue color, one for the overprint si 
pattern on large lakes, the other for streams, lake shores, end lake bottar 

- eomtours. If you cm stand the expense of this, including the making of the 
copies mounted on metal, it is whet all here desire very much. How about a 
pertiel reduction in sizo in this process to one intermedicte betwen this 
map, 1:120,000, and fhe final scale of 1:250,000? Maybe this would save on 
part of the procass although it would make the inking horder, I heave made 

a arrongoments for the new drafting service hore to do this job along with aa 
. other resocrch projects so we will take care of thet plus all shipping 

charges. This project has been run on e shoestring minus ©]1-support ex~ . ard 
= _ cept the photoes. : = 

: I tried to correct many of the map defects vou mentioned. In re= z 
. inking ve will move some of the place names. Originally these had to be put on ; 

before the contours were compiled in order to get o photogrerphic copy of the 
base on witch to pleco the geological boundaries. I heve sane reserve black 
line prints sone of witich will serve for readers. I plen to submit the manu- 
script before the final inking of the topographic map is canpleted. 

= Hoping “ou can do the job as outlined cbove, 

: ‘ Sincerely yours, j 

ae F, T. Thvaites : 

FIT:ac _ : 
oan = oe ee ee 

ate 5 ee ie ; 25 * is eae 5
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a 
y < dune 29, 1953 

lg. He Re Aldrich ; 
649 Yost 129th .v. : 

_Now York 27, Ue Yo : 2 : x 

: Leer Tee Al¢rich: : = 

; wabjects Bellovship Fe: ie of Fe C. Foley 

ee 2. Ure Foloy': contributions to goolagicel resecreh hove been 
: lergoly in ground _watcr ond for prpore. of a plicd ecience. 

: <« Fublicctions. lre ant tion of f4cld date. : 

; Be Adcindctwative vor. Ho provod to be an able cdoiaistr-tor 
of the Ground Voter work in Wisconsin, eo good in feet thet the LlLinois = 

_ Geolegiced survey purmndol hin to leave taceonsine, 

 & Proved obility 4n training coolagitts. / munbor of young 
geologist: bve recvuived oxceliont training Gn ficld ncthods fron hin. : 

' Ac On adninictretor end tocchor he bee nace importent contrig | s 
Dutions to schance. At the camo tine he bas succesdcd in ineretsing the » 
Ainteroct of the conurai public fin goolagy. : 

= Vory traly yours, s $ ; 

UE COB Gi0wWGiGIL . ULVLY ; 

ee tite Geolagict OS 

 EYBrao eis 
i ae 2 

ae 2 . : f : Agee 
iS aie ee eat 7 “ nes Sy - ro i Sa 

ees Re SOR ie ere a ik cere grins a LS nf Ss 9 page AF : Ce re te ee ase



ee  -.- , 
; : May 21, 1953 ; 

Dr. Hé R, Aldrich ce 
Geological Society of Americ: ‘ 

ct 419 West 119th Street 
New York 27, Mew York ? 

q ‘ 

‘Dear Crombie: p ; : 

I think thet Herb's worry was not financial becsuse he had 
®& good life insura€nce load and s f/.rm in Indiana. Instead, I think Rot 
Ken Rawson's explanetion may be eccurate. - ¥ 

_ "fo be caught between a penny seving Bourd of Fducetion : 
S and & faculty -- tovnspeople all -- righteous clique is not eesy 

< : for any men.“ . : 

We attended the funerel end remerks of the minister suggested 
that some of the people in the community should have troubled consciences. 

2 I did receive the telegram fron you end Fritz and understood 
every word of it. I heave been so busy with all of the odd jobs that : 
come at this time of ycer thet my corresponcents have been neglected. 
My successor, veorge Hanson, is graduAlly getting eccuainted with the 

work. He went unéerground on the 5th and 6th of May. 

2 Very truly yours, 

WISCONLIN GEOLOGICAL SURVEY ~- 

: ¥ State Geologist : 

EF! sec ) ‘ 

8



i } WENDELL P. WOopRING il 
Me Crotozical Survey, Washington 25, D.C. ia hee 
President, THOMAS S, LOVERING [SOCIE > Tueopore A. LINK 1951-1953 

ee ‘Ernst CLoos ER ‘Warp C. Suir J 
 Hice-Presidents 2 WitMOT H. Braptey Ss ke Sars A 

Vice-Presidents | 04 A. GARDNER o ve ess 5 GLENN L. JEPSEN eho 

MICHAEL FLEISCHER w Betyg Ie Puiuip B. Kinc $195: 
ie ae Hagrison Scumirr ! 

Secretary, H.R. ALDRICH o ee am 

419 West 117th Street, New York 27,N.Y. STEE AS AgtHur A. BAKER 

Treasurer, J. EDWARD HOFFMEISTER : Tan CAMPBELL 1933-1955 
University of Rochester, Rochester 3, N.Y. Epwin D. McKzE 

THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY : 

May 15, 1953 

Mr, E. F. Bean 
Science Hell 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison €, Wisconsin 

Dear Ernest: 

Thanks for including me in on the circular letters to 
former W.G.S.ers. The news that Herb had taken his own 7ife hit 
me on the button end the only thihig I get out of it is thet guys in 
his freme of mind should have attention end have their letters 
opened and read. Apparently Herb was in line for good news from the 
retirement bureau although I can't imagine he was of retirement age. 

; The word from Tom Tanaka was particularly refreshing and 
I expect to drop him e line to re-engage his recollections of some 

things that can't be dictated. i 

Believe it or not, I first saw these letters about three 
minutes after Hotek had left from having lunch ané a couple of hours 

of reminiscence. 

By the way, dic you get e messege from Fritz Conover 

end myself out of Nashville? When I found I was to spend a few days 

there with the Southeast Section, I recalled that Fritz was teaching 

at Vanderbilt and got him on the phone. He ceme into the hotel end 
we had lunch and e good time together. He was s bit out of whack, 
having dislocated one of the disks in his back, but we road over 

that as we dug back into the events of these thirty years. Could it 

be that you could not translate the message written out on a telegraph 
blank? 

At Stenford in March I was introduced to Bill edley who 

was teking his degree in geomorvhology,end last week at Butte I ren into 
Chink Bradley who is teaching eat Bozeman. These two members of the 
Bredley family are certeinly upholding traditions. 

With best regards to everybody,including Jessie of course, 

Yours. sincerely, 

eee 

Secretary 

HRA: djs
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Re = hey 6, 1953 : = 

i ~ * - ° Pia a ig s ‘ 

= : Dr. H.R. tldrich, Seerctary : < 3 <a 
ae Geological Society of america. : - 4 

= 419 Vest 117th ftreet : ee 

New York-27, Ne Ye : . 2 
ee = . 

: Dear Crombie: ee ; - = i ; : . : 

z = : In respect-to your letter of april 17 in mS . 
: _ respect to the Nine and Goul: manuscript i woule. ke < See 

oe _ pleased to read this but bmve- been and still am extrenely é =a 

: busy with ficl< trips, ete. ilence, if rou could delay it i 7 

: ‘a time it would enable me to finis:. it more cuickly. s a= ae : Piet 
¢ a Solita 

i ee I have been meaning to writ: in respect to ny paiees : : 
5 paper on the Door Peninsula. The geolo ic map is smaller - : ae 

thon for the other report but should by ull neans be : 9 
; . colored. The topographic mip is now all black but would : = 
a be much Luprovet if we could either use tlue ior water , ~ : 

S or a color for emtours. The latter would involve redrazing 

and cause -elay. A blue oversrint for water would not a : 
aS take ac much work but since this map shows ali reads : 

: “ eonfusion vith contours is rossible. How da you feel 

: about this? Would you like to sat a print? 
@e i: e er S E = % 

: ; = 5 . : P 

nee Very iruly yours - aa 

2 : . WISCONSIN: GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

: : ; 5 by = 
fk - ‘ % - m Se 

eee F, T. Thwaites, tedlogist - : 
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F IAN CAMPBELL 1951 

7 THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

April 17, 1953 

Dear Thwaites: 

We have a manuscript which I should like to send you for critical reading and advice 
as to the originality and value of its data. whether the literary execution is such 
that the paper can properly be published with little or no editorial revision, and 
especially now that the manuscript reserves are so large, whether the paper would 
profit by intensive condensation. . 

With regard to this last point. for many years we have been striving for the conden- 
sation of manuscripts. During the past year with the decrease in income and increase 
in printing costs, we have had to redouble our efforts in this direction. Therefore, 

in reviewing the manuscript with this mind. will you please give us your opinion as to 
whether the paper really has an original contribution which will advance the science. 
If so, is it of local or general interest? Is the contribution presented in the mest 

: economical way? Are all the illustrations necessary? Which help to tell the story, 

which are merely pictorial supplements? 

We feel quite sure that by intensifying cooperation of critics and authors we can con- 
tinue to maintain our normal output of papers of merit in spite of reduced income. 

We hope that you will be willing to accept this responsibility on behalf of the Society. 
And can you conveniently arrange to complete the critical reading within the space of 

two weeks from date of receipt? 

Sincerely, 

A Pabda: a 
Secretary le 

Author: R, V. Ruhe and L. M. Gould 

Title: Glacial geology of the Dakota County area, Minnesota, 59 pages, l plates, 
10 figures 

Mra Fk. T. Thwaites 
41 N. Roby Road 
Madison 5, Wisconsin
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THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

June 6, 1945 

Mr, E, F, Bean 
Sciance Hall 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Ernest: : 

I always seem to be behind, as my Mother used to say, like a cow's tail. 

I do not know whether it is meor the job,or perhaps both of us have to share 

the blame for my neglect of your letter which you nowtell me was dated August 
23. 

; I think that beyond reasonable question the reason why I neglected answering 
your letter was that it came at a time when with Dick's critical illness I 
failed to give your reouest careful attention. © 

I can't believe that I walked off with official notes and maps. I do have some 
tracings from which certain blue prints were made and sent to you in service to 
Al Walker, and I can send these and will do so. I never did write up thepaper 
and although I have resolved several times to do so I never auite got to it 
and the recollections are now so dim I would have to concentrate for some little 
time to reconstruct my views. 

In simple language however my views are that the ores produced at the Florence, 

Ernst and Buckeye were from relatively non magnetic upper Huronian, i.e.(u 

Crystal Falls, Iron River, and that the higher. attraction in that vicinity and 
continuous with the area east and south beyond Spread Eagle and toward the rate td 
Menominee was due to the middle Huronian of that range, I think that the 
section that I set down on this tracing and prints gives you the story as 

completely as I can put it together now in sufficient time to do you and Mr. 

Dougherty any good. It would be my view that any drilling for purposes other 

than straight geology, that is in search of commercial ores, should be done 
with respect to the heavier attraction and off to the east and south toward 

Iron Mountain. Above all things do not on your own account allow Mr. Dougherty
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i to believe that I am in any degree non cooperative. Jt might be possible to 
- get to Madison but it would be much easier for meto meet with Dougherty here 

ES or in Washington. I do also recall that I sent copies of my conclusions, 
maps and brief statement to Hugh Roberts who told me at the time that he felt 
they were the most plausible,at least, explanations of the situation. 

I also neglected to acknowledge receipt of the “pulletin™ stating that Ernie \ 
Jr. was safe and on the way home. You will believe us that we were happy for 

you and Jessie and for Junior as well of course. Probably he is already 

there, and if so giwe him our best. f 

Bob is still at Meuselwitz living the life of Riley at least for a time. 
He has just been advanced to 1st Lieutenant and will presumably be conditioned 

‘ for service in the CBI theater. 

Dick is deing as well as might be: expected. 

To close off on a note of Auld Lang Syne and I think you will remember the old 
yarn. These rather hectic days have now been climaxed by the fact that I too 

have lost my ticket, in this case my gasoline ticket. By some little detective 

work however I discovered that it went into the family wash in an old flannel 
shirt, the evidence for which is that two of the coupons held together by a 

paper clip were caught in the drain and "remains to be seen." 

Tell me what I can do to make amends for the neglect of your letter .now nearly 

a vear old. 

Sincerely, _ 

ie 

PS. By golly, I did find the manuscript and just where it should be. 
: It has a note in your hand writing I believe so supposing you use it 

for present purposes and then send it back . If you wish, let miss V 

make a copy of it. 
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4 Ged Bove, i Syme TS 

3420 Sansom St.,Phila.,Pa. : 

\ February 19, 191.9. 

Dear Ronald: 

The news from you made me wild with pleasure wh | 

which circa my memory of summer camping with the . 

wild fellows and rough-neck bunch of W.G.S. I am 

sopry to learn that you are not coming this summer 

; to take part in moving the camp under vigorous fire 

of thunder, fearcely pouring rain,or in cultivating 

: farmers how to be: couteous towards Rees 8uxboyssand 

philathrophic:toward the gentlemen of mighty W.G.S6, 

or educating pretty girls of “isconsin how to dance 

| the dances of the most up-to-date such as Tango, : 

: Gingo and Fula Fula or what not. 

l have accepted the Seer of Mr. Bean to feed 

the bunches this summer. Of course I would be financ— 

dally better off Fait stay here this summer. But 

the summer here is very disagreeable , and I can not 

stand much heat like Philadelphia had the last summer, 

I am glad to know that ym are getting well 

with yiur studies. I am also taking accounting; it 

takes my lot of time. But I am glad hmt I feel this aa 

year much easier than than the last. S 

\ Please give my best regard to Marshall lide, 5 : 

; Davis Hull and other fellowswhom you think I know. | 

Well so much for this time; I wish you sucess and 

good luck. 

yours sicerely es oe
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1 eer STATE OF WIsconsIN | 
CHARLES R. VAN HISE r 

Same Geological and SAMUEL WEIDMAN, croLocier 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Z Pi ce Natural History Surbeyp 
President of the Commissioners of Fisheries 

D. C. MUNRO E. A. BIRGE 

President of the Wisconsin Academy of DIRECTOR AND SUPERINTENDENT 
Sciences, Arts, and Letters = 

Madisen, Yous, 0804,1916. 

Dr. 3A. Birge, 
Director, Wisconsin Survey, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Dr. Birge: 

Altho I have talked over the subject with : x 
Professor Whitson, it seems to me quite proper that 
I should also call the matter to the attention of the 
Director of the State Survey and the Director of the 
U.S. Bureau of Soils. 

I wish to call your attention to the 
"Reconnoissance Soil Survey of Northeastern Wisconsin" 
Wisconsin Survey Bulletin No.47, in which, it seems 
to me, inadequate recognition is given to S. Weidman 
and P.O. Wood for the Soil Survey of Marinette County, 
made in 1909. There is a statement on page 7 of 
this bulletin in reference to the Marinette County 
report and authorship, ending with the following words; 
"However, the map and all essential parts of the re- 
port are included in the present report." 

\ 

: The area of northeastern Wisconsin is given 
‘ as 6,098 square miles, and that of Marinette County is 

1,396, hence Marinette County is nearly one-fourth 
of the larger area. On the Soil Map of Northeastern 
Wisconsin, however, no credit is given for the Survey 
of Marinette County t@ Weidman and Wood, but the state- 

_ ment is made that the survey of the soils of the entire 
: area is made by others. The soil map of Marinette 

' County is incorporated directly int6 the map of the 
‘| larger area without any change in soil boundaries, ex- 

: cept in a small tract of about ten square miles at the 
; Experiment Station at Crivitz, and a change of some ; 
~ of the soil names. : 

I have talked the matter over with Professor 
Whitson and he readily acknowledged that our names, 
Veidman and Wood, should have appeared not only on the 
soil map, but also as joint authors of the report, and 
that he would see ti.at in future issues due credit be 
given.



_ The Northeastern Wisconsin Area, Bulletin 
, No.47, also includes a portion of the area of the Soil 

Survey of North Central Wisconsin, Bulletin No.11 
by Weidman, 1903, with later editions. There is no 
mention in No.47 to the fact thet nearly one-half 
of the area of Langlade County, ten out of twenty-two 
townships, was previously surveyed and included in 
No.1ll altho the area re-surveyed, is mapped much the 
same as I had mapped it, when due consideration to the 
change in soil names be taken into account. The des- 
criptive text of the soil formations about Antigo 
in western Langlade County in No.ll is drawn wpon and 
utilized to some considerable extent for No.47, but 

, no reference to such source is made. (Compare descrip- 
: > tion of the Antigo soil formations in the two reports.) 
ses > Even granting joint authorship for No.47 to Weidman, 

- a statement should have been made in No.47 concerning 
: the earlier survey and the relation of the later survey 

: to the earlier. . 

' This entire matter is of especial importance, 
it seems to me, because the recent report on northeastern 
Wisconsin is intended to replace the earlier reports 
issued, for the respective areas, included in the earlier | 
reports No.24 and No.l1, the supply of which is exhausted. | 
Hence, if due credit is not given in the later report, 
the identity of the earlier work is practically lost, 
a resultant almost certain to cause injustice to the 
authors of the earlier reports. 

Yours very truly, 

sw/GD Geologist. “is oy aie 
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ss , : April 3, 1922. : 

Senator W. L. Smith, | 4 ; 
Neillsville, “isconsin, 

Dear Bill:- E 

Your letter of March 26th gave me a rather large order 
which I have put off until today, but I am giving you a general ont- 
line herewith of the material that you want and I am also enclosing 
our Highwey Commission Bulletin whick will give you the details of 
@11 that you des ire. 

When the first Stete Aid Law was passed the county boards 
were authorized to lay out a eystem of Prospective State Aid Highways 
in each county. Thie wes under the supervision of the State Highway 
Commission to the extent of adjusting these systems so that they 
joined at the comty boundaries and made a complete system of Prospec- 
tive State Aid Highwys for the whcle state, This gave us two 
systems of highways, the Prospective State Aid Highway System and the 
Town Highways. The Legislature of 1917, after the passage of the 
federal aid act, provided fora Trunk Line System of five thousand 
miles, end the Legislature of 1919 added twenty-five hundred miles 
to thie. Phie seventy-five hundred mile system was laid out by the 
State Highvay Commission ant a Special Legislative Committee acting 
joiutly. Phis ghves us three highvay systems in the State of Wisconsin 
Which are recognized all through our law, the State Trunk Line System; 
the Prospective State Aid Highway System; and the Town roads. 

Among the excellent features of our system in this state 
there should be memtioned first the maintenance system which has been 
adopted for the State Trunk System and in many comties for their 
systems of Prospective State Aid Highways. This has resulted ina 
large mileage of road that is maintained in the best shape that its 
material will permit, something which no other state in the Union has 
ever attempted before, and this is based on our fundamental policy of 
"Highway Service for the People of Wisoosin". Another very excellent 
feature of our present system is the fact that we have in most comtier 
active and efficient committees of the comty board which are in 
direct charge of all the work in their counties. Much of this work 
is under the supervision of the State Highway Commission. This 
situation results in a rather thorough understanding on the part of 
the comty board and the local people of the policies to be pursued, 
and this understanding i sone of the vital features of the success 
of our highway work in this state. 

The outstanding evil feature in our present highway s itw- 
tion is one which we recommended to the last ss for change. 

“thea Tater under the “State Trunk Highway Funds". Page
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be oF ollowing refer to the Bulletin which is en- 

Pe ee Describe Trunks, Prospective State Highways, 
a ht fown Roads. 

ey a of: STATE APPROPRIATIONS. , 
5. Pane? date tcc 

g 2S J Bec. 20.49. (1) $168,000 from Stete General—Puntl for op ea- 
o 2 aa tion of Highvey Commission forces. Salaries and expenses 

for engineering and overhead, df 

" 84 Secs: 20049. (2) $785,000 from Hees for State 
Aid in constructing the County Systems of Prospective State 

" 34 See, 20.49. (3) $100,000 from State General Fund as State 
Aja for Bridges 475 feet or more in length. 

" $4 Bee, 20:49. (4) Trunk Highway Appropriations: 
., a. All Federal Aid Received. 

: . & Stete's share of net proceeds of auto licenses. This 
last is available for administering, planning, sur- 

‘ veying, constructing and maintaining the Trunk 
Highway Syptem. 

n Bh Bee. 20.49. (5) Map Fund. $3,000 revolving fund for pmall 
maps and ¥25,000 in 1919 for the lerge wall may distributed 
by the members of the Legislature. 

" 85 Sea. £0.49. (7) $1,700,000 yearly tax levied only in 1920, 
A921, 1922 to help out auto License receipts in meeting 
state's share of Federal 4id, This was passed by. Legislature 
of 1919 to provide for the first Federal 4id, with the idea 
that later Federal Appropriations would be met by 1921 
Legislature(which failed of passage). 

; AUTO LICENSE FERS: Por Year ending June 3, 1921, $3,650,029. 
These are appropriated as follows: - 

Pirst.. To Secretary of Stato for plates, mailing, administra- 
tion the amount of actual gost. For ysar ending June 30, 1921, 
$147,186.22. 

Second. One~fourth of ranainder($3,502,842.78)to oomties on 
basis of,auto registration $875,710.69. lor this Clark County's 
share was $12,015.85 in 1921). 

Third. Highway Commisaion for operation $168,000.00. _ 

Fourth, \hatever is necessary to add to $624,104.62. the 
$1,700,000 general tax to equal the Federal Aidl”.. igre eee 

. Bafth. Remainder goea to maintaining State Trunk System 
($1,935,027.26). (Of this Truk Hig way Maintenance Fund Clark 
County got $21,240.00 in 1921). 

This maintenance fund ig allotted by the Highwy Commi ss ion.
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45 tS gh, oe ix mile of State Trunk Highway. The = 2.0) 
ee & ie TF te ae ‘the besis of auto registrations from Saas 

5 20” ome pty can get over $275,00 per mile. The 2 ABS 
2 Pee oe ipro rated on the basis of auto registrations. a8 

| = ES ae Be od 
* PAPPROPRIATIONS BY STATE, 1928: ou 

: Bere Paid fox Sounty Highways, 9760,000.00 General Fund “ae 
ei oe  ™ Long Bridges 100 ,000,00 id * ey) 

agi tederal Aid Construction, 1,700,000.00 General Tax. com 
iii "(gam NOTE ON BOTTOM) ee 
oa ' Mo oounties for County Road ee 

© Maintenance from auto license e 
Po fees in ige1 about. »« » 2 2 6 900 ,000.00 3 ea 

- -. fo State trunk Line Maintenance Ae 
a, ° from auto license fees,about. 2,000,000.00 at 

pe fe Operation of Highway Com- he 
a mission from auto license fees 168,000.00 : be 

= : Totelabout. . .  $5,653,000+00 : 

a NOYE:- In 19¥1 there was taken from the auto license fees $524,104.82 
oh to meet the last of the firet Federal Aid Appropriation. This : 
b unt. will vot be taken from the auto license fees in 1922, and 
, $1,700,000 is all that ie required to meet the federal aid in 1922. 

COUNTY AID ROAD CONSTRUCTION: VPage 45, Sec. 1217m-4. Town meetings 
may vote $600 or more(not more than one mill). County must appro- 
ptiate an equel sum and construct the road. State has notpart in 
this work. 

State Aid to the amount of $785,000 is distributed to the | 
counties each yeer on the basis of coumty wiluations. This must be | 
met by twice as much camty and local(town, village or city)money, | 
or the county can meet it all by paying sixty parcent oY the cost 
of roads built with this money and charging forty pa@ cent to the ) 
state aid fund. If the somty distributes part of the cost on | 
the locality thg state pays 33-1/3% and the comty ani locality | 
together 66-2/3%. These roadie must be on the system of prospective 
state highways selected by the Coumty Boa and at 1 mst fifty 
per eent of the funds must be spent on the Trunk Systen. 

STATE TRUNE HIGHWAY FUNDS: ¥ederal appropriation is equalled by 
the sate fra the $1,700,000 tax plus wt is necessary from the 
auto license fees. The gomties are required to mise a third 
equal ami. so the Federal Government, the Stete and the Counties 
each pay one-third the cost of constructing Federal Aid Highmys. 
fhe federal law does not require this but requires the state alone 
to meet one-half the cost and the Federal Punds the oth:r half. 
fhe federal funds are apportioned among the comties one-third on 
the basis of total highway mileage; one-third on the basis of 
area; and one-third on the besis of valuation. : 

The Legislature of 1917 provided that in this state, not 

only would the state duplicate the Federal money, but that the 
coumties must also. We recommended to the 1921 Legislature that 
this be changed so the counties would be relieved of this burden. 
If you will look at Col. 2 on Page 39, you will see that the 
counties have had large sums to put up for their share of Federal 
Aid Construction, one-third of the amounts named in Column 2.
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7 The University of Chicago 
Department of Geology 

Hyde Park Hotel, Chicago, 
April 3, 1925. 

a 

Dear Colleague in Pleistocene Study: 

I have been trying recently to turn back from cosmic to 

glacial and climatic problems, partly because I wish to make 

a revised statement in our textbooks and partly because I have 

always purposed to do so. I am impressed with the feeling 

that the time is ripe for a concerted movement to round up 

several questions that relate especially to the correlation 

of the Pleistocene formations of the Mississippi Valley but 

have important bearings beyond. Several of these formations 

are the greatest of their class and Pleistocene science would 

be benefitted by giving them authoritative descriptions and 

interpretations supported by @ consensus of opinion on the 

: part of those who have worked upon them. This of course in- 

volves the concerted action of quite a number of workers. I 

tad venleeed to open the matter last fall with some of these - 

{/ and purposed to do so with others imnediately after the Holi- 

l/ days but was prevented from doing so then. It has seemed to 

me that the following three lines of effort are especially 

desirable, and I will take the liberty of stating them briefly 

to cut preliminaries as short as may be, since the time be- 

: fore the opening of field work is short. 

I. A concerted and oritical study of the great sheets of 

Kansas. It is desirable that representatives of the three states
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fs ed and of the Government Survey should participate, if : 

= ae Eysibic.. With the progress that has already been made in the | 

 geveral states, there is good reason to think that a firm de- ) 

termination of the distance to which each of the main sheets 

aihente may be reached, and also the modes of termination of 

the sheets, as well as the nature of the intervening more or 

less interglacial formations. Much of this may be already 

known to individuals, but there is no declared atatement of 

concurrent opinion now before the profession, supported by 

ample evidence such as should come from the joint study pro- 

posed, 

TI. Special study of she attenuation of the borders of | 

yond the borders of the continuous formations. This work is 
already under way, but it may be much helped by sympathy and 

cobperation.. As the problem is peculiar and difficult, it is 

desirable that contributions from the whole series of atten- 

uated border formations stretching from the Atlantic to the 

Roeky Mountains should be put at the service of the leader 

who, I assume, will continue to be Mr. Leverett... The inter- 

pretation of this border-material has been an outstanding prob- 

lem for forty years, and it seems important that its bearings 

upon the correlation of the continuous drift sheets adjacent to 

it should be determined as soon as possible, and the results ; 

brought into service with the other criteria of correlation. 

a



>" rentioned and of the Government Survey should participate, if Bites y 

possible. With the progress that has already been made in the a 

several states, there is good reason to think that a firm de- 

termination of the distence to which each of the main sheets 

extends may be reached, and also the modes of termination of 

the sheets, as well as the nature of the intervening more or 

less interglacial formations. Much of this may be already 

known to individuals, but there is no declared atatement of 

concurrent opinion now before the profession, supported by 

ample evidence such as should come from the joint study pro- 

posed, 

II. Special study of she attemation of the borders of 

tribution of bowlders reaching out for varying distances be- 

yond the borders of the continuous formations. This work is 
already under way, but it may be much helped by sympathy and 

cobperation.. As the problem is peculiar and difficult, it is 

desirable that contributions from the whole series of atten- 

uated border formations stretching from the Atlantic to the 

Roeky Mountains should be put at the service of the leader 

who, I assume, will continue to be Hr. Leverett.. The inter- 

pretation of this border-material has been an outstanding prob- 

lem for forty years, and it seems important that its bearings 

upon the correlation of the continuous drift sheets adjacent to 

it should be determined as soon as possible, and the results : 

brought into service with the other criteria of correlation. 

oe eee ae
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_ TII. Wurther critical inquiry relative to the formations 

formation of Illinois, which seem to be approximate correla- 

ddyes in kind and time. 

In addition to these apsoifie questions, of course, study 

ef other formations and other outstanding problems would re- 

ceive attention so far as practicable, but we will be likely 

to reach good resulte about in proportion as we concentrate 

: study on the most significant features. 

I feel sure thet you will all share with me the feeling 

that these three lines of incuiry invite special attention : 

at this time and that the results of a concerted study of 

them would have important bearings en the correlation cf the 

whole group of glacial formetions of the Upper Mississippi 

Valley. I hepe that you will parden the initiative which I 

have taken, because of my early interest in these problems, a 

and thet you will be kind enough to come back with initia- 

tive on your part in regard to whet you would like to see 

soon and vhet pert you can take in the matter, 

Very truly yours, 

a A)
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